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Survey reveals male residents' grievances about hall living
By Any Csudill
Editor
Cable television, longer visitation
hours and better parking for upperclassmen were listed as top reasons to
stay on campus on a recent survey of
male campus residents.
The survey was initiated last summer by Jeanneue Crockett, dean of
student life, and designed by two marketing classes taught by Howard Thompson, professor of business.
The bask question the survey attempted to answer was "What changes
in university rules, facilities, maintenance, etc., would influence you to
decide to remain in a residence hall?"

Each year, male enrollment in university residence halls drops from the
fall semester to the spring semester by
about 15 percent, and Crockett wanted
to find out why and what might keep
these men on campus.
Crockett said men's halls have
problems that women's halls don't
have, like bathroom stalls without
doors, vandalism and noise.
Hall staffs attempt to do exit interviews each time a student moves off
campus, but this is ineffective because
most students don't want to talk about
why they are leaving, Crockett said.
Crockett is in favor of providing
cable television in residence halls

because she said she recently read that
60 percent of American homes have
either cable television or satellite
dishes.
People don't like to go without what
they've had at home. Crockett said,
and 60 percent indicates that many
students probably had cable television
at home.
This shows a need for cable on
campus, she said.
More convenient parking will
probably be an elusive goal, Crockett
said, and longer visitation hours are
difficult to obtain.
Besides the aforementioned three
items, other lop 10 factors considered

important by men living on campus
were floor-by-fioor coed housing,
bathroom privacy stalls, improved
heating and air conditioning, working
elevators and hot water in showers.
Floor-by-floor coed housing has
been passed by the Residence Hall
Association and the Council on Student Affairs and is now in the hands of
university President Dr. H. Hanly
Funderburk, who will make the final
decision.
Crockett's office is working on
getting bathroom privacy stalls for
men's halls.
Her office has little control over
heating, cooling, water and elevators.

What changes would persuade you to stay?
1. Cable TV

2.
3.
4.
5.

6. Heating/air conditioning

Longer open house hours
7. Elevator repairs
Upperclassmen parking
8. Hot water
Floor-by-floor coed housing 9. Cheaper long distance calls
Bathroom privacy stalls
10. Longer upperclassmen visitation

but a copy of the survey results will mas.
Some unexpected answers cropped
probably be given to the physical plant
up
in the survey.
staff.
"People feel the need 10 be com"There were some shocks in here. I
fortable when they are at home and had some surprises," Crockett said
when they are at rest," Crockett said.
For example, cheaper long-distance
Also, residence hall elevators are
telephone
rates ranked No. 9 in dcundergoing repairs. Clay and Telford
(See
SURVEY, Page A-7)
halls had elevator repairs over Christ-

Athletic
budgets
undergo
scrutiny

Revenues
of grill
increase
49 percent
By Brent Risncr
News editor
The Powell Grill earned a net profit
of $17,413 for the 1987-88 fiscal year.
which will be used to retire part of the
university's bonded indebtedness.
Through the first six months of the
current fiscal year, the grill's net profits amount to $40,526, but only 12 of
the 13 payroll dates had been accounted
for in the period, leaving the total
slightly overstated.
Earl Baldwin, vice president for
business affairs, said last year's grill
profits reduced the university's debt
on consolidated educational building
revenue bonds, which now stands at
$39 million.
Proceeds from the university bookstore, the Powell recreational center,
the Powell and Stratum cafeterias and
athletic event concessions were also
used for that purpose.
"They're pledged to the issues that
paid for them," Baldwin said.
Greg Hopkins, director of food
services, has authorized and witnessed
dramatic changes in the variety of foods
offered in the grill since he assumed
his job in mid-1986.
Pizzas and potato, salad and breakfast bars along with a renovation of the
dining area have added up to greater
sales since the 1986-87 fiscal year,
when total revenue was $560,565. In
1987-88, total revenue increased by
49 percent to $833,726.
"We think overall food service
should contribute an 8-percent profit
from its sales," Hopkins said.
To achieve that, Hopkins said he
would expect 32 percent of revenues
to be spent on overall food costs and 60
percent on other operating expenses
including salaries and wages, employee
benefits, maintenance, utilities and
capital outlay.
So far in the current year, the grill is
operating at 8.7 percent of gross sales,
but it may have peaked, according to
Hopkins.
"Our rough time is coming up," he
said. "February and March is real hard
onus."
Hopkins said if the grill's expenses
go up in the coming year, prices will
have to follow them, and the past
summer's drought could be the villain.
"I don't know how the drought will
affect future purchases," Hopkins said.
"We've been wrestling with that, and
the estimates have run from 4 to 20
percent increases in food costs."
Vali-dine sales, money spent from
Colonel Card accounts on food, are
(See POWELL, Page A-8)
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Steve Mead, (foreground), a sophomore from Winchester, enjoy the warm temperatures of Tuesday while washing a
and Ryan Little, (center), a junior from Mount Sterling. Jaguar at the Pink Cadillac Car Wash on the By-Pass.

Legislators, administrators discuss funding
By Donna Pace
Managing editor
University administrators and
faculty members along with legislators and education advisers set funding-formula goals and discussed tuition-free education during a three-day
conference last week sponsored by the
Interim Joint Committee on Education.
The conference began Feb. 22 with
an address from Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and ended Friday. Education
problems ranging from kindergarten
to graduate level were discussed, with
higher education entering the agenda
Thursday afternoon.
University President Dr. H. Hanly
Funderburk and Jim Clark, director of
planning and budget, represented the
university at the conference.
Although the specifics of the tuition-free plan were not discussed,
Richmond Rep. Harry Moberly said
its enactment would only be successful if the governor agreed to fully fund
it
Moberly said in February he could
see no way for the program to run
without funding through an education
tax increase, which Wilkinson has
consistently spoken against
Wilkinson proposed the plan to
state university presidents in December, with the intention of allowing
poorer students better access to higher
education
The cost of the proposal has been
estimated at $150,000 annually.
Fall funding of the state appropriations recommendations formula
was expressed as a common goal of
•V

higher education advocates at the
conference.
The formula is based on average
amounts of monies allotted to higher
education in 16 surrounding states.
These averages are divided into a grand
average.
The 1987-88 funding average was
88.3 percent of the grand average of
the 16 stales.
Clark said full funding of the formula would mean an additional allotment of $107.000 to higher education.
Moberly served as mediator of a
question-answer session that afternoon, arranged by political science
instructor Paul Blanchard, who was
also a panelist.
Blanchard created the panel in an
attempt to convey the importance of
higher education to elementary and
secondary by citing how professors
work in the lower levels by sponsoring
contests for high school students and
working with teachers on projects,
workbooks and programs.
"I wanted to make the point that
we have a combined educational system." Blanchard said. "You can't talk
about elementary and secondary education without including higher education concerns. It has a direct influence."
In the question-answer period fol lowing the panel, Blanchard described
university professors' interest as a
direct one because the students go on
to college, many becoming educators
themselves.
Blanchard said as a result of the
conference the legislators and educational interest groups had seemed to
1

reach an agreement that the state needs
a "wide ranging and multifaceted
approach to educational reform, including needs for a substantial amount
of new revenue."
Educational groups and legislators were on one side, and the governor had isolated himself on the other,
he said.

"All groups are willing to pull
together, bend a little, compromise
and see the other's perspective —
except the governor," Blanchard said
Blanchard's panel, which also included a university president, professors of education and education advisers, was shown in a delayed telecast on
Kentucky Educational Television.

Students hold reception
to lobby legislators
By Donna Pace
Managing editor
Ten university students lobbied legislators and administrative and education leaders in support of higher education at a reception given last week
by Student Advocates For Higher Education.
Students representing each state
university met with the leaders who
were attending the first of a three-day
conference Feb. 22 sponsored by the
Interim Joint Committee on Education.
While the topics of the conference
focused primarily upon elementary and
secondary education and the possibility of a special session, university
student government and organization
leaders took the opportunity to mention higher education concerns.
The reception, held in the Radisson
Hotel, was sponsored by SAFE, a subcommittee of the student advisory
committee, which is composed of university student presidents and representatives, under the direction of the

Council on Higher Education.
The university had one of the highest number of representatives, an
estimated 25 students from throughout the state attended the reception,
with approximately 50 officials present. Bates said.
Student senate president Hunter
Bates described the reception as a
"direct lobby location" with an informal atmosphere where local and state
officials and students could feel more
comfortable sharing ideas and concerns.
'Talking with the legislators, I was
able to get a first-hand account on the
obvious division between the governor and the General Assembly," Bates
said.
Through his discussions with legislators who had spoken with the
governor, Bates said he felt Wilkinson
did not feel higher education needed
additional funding, but instead the
funds should be managed more wisely.
"The only mention he has made of
(See STUDENTS, Page A-7)

By Brent Risner
News editor
A statewide faculty group collecting information on the intercollegiate
athletic programs at Kentucky's eight
public universities, has already discovered plenty of red ink.
And this university is no exception.
Athletic expenditures exceeded
revenues at Eastern by SI ,218.485 in
fiscal year 1986-87, according 10 financial statements provided to the
Coalition of Senate and Faculty Leadership by the Council on Higher Education.
Of the eight universities, only two
—the University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville — took in
more money than they spent on athletics.
Of the six operating at a deficit,
only Western Kentucky University
managed to take in half as much as it
spent But even there, faculty members are outraged because its football
program has exceeded Us budgeted allocations for the last 10 years.
"We have been unhappy about it
for some time, and our unhappiness
has not decreased in the slightest in
recent years," said Dr. Frederick
Murphy, ahistory professor and chairman of the faculty senate at Western.
"There is no other department in the
university that could get away with
that kind of management, and that's
really what disturbs the faculty."
COSFL, the faculty group studying athletic funding, is based at Murray State University and supports
adequate funding to attract and retain
qualified professors, to provide diver* education programs and to maintain support services and physical
plants.
Dr. John Taylor, president of
COSFL, said he believes that state
dollars which could otherwise be used
to enhance inadequate faculty salaries
are being used to support faltering
athletic programs.
"The overall subsidy is very substantial, and we're trying to make the
public aware of it," Taylor said.
With an estimate of S2.026.514
budgeted for athletic in 1987-88. Eastem will fall nearly $900,000 short in
income generated from athletics foi
that fiscal year, an improvement ol
$300,000 from the previous period,
according to income statements provided by Dr. Doug Whitlock, executive assistant to President Dr. H. Hanly
Funderburk
However, Jim Clark, the university's budget director, said the athletic
department consistently meets the
amounts budgeted for its programs,
even though the institution must subsidize the difference between revenues and expenses.
If all university athletic programs
were abolished. Clark said only IS to
20 percent of the athletic funds could
be reallocated to academics.
That couldn't be done in the first
(See ATHLETIC, Page A-6)
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Safety should come before protocol
in snowy, other dangerous times
Neither sleet nor flood waters nor snow and icecovered parking lots will stop the public safety
officers from giving tickets. Isn't that a proud fact to
broadcast?
When the snow hit last Thursday morning, students still braved the slick roads to attend classes.
Those who ventured to park in Alumni Coliseum
were forced to create their own parking places due to
layers of ice and snow covering the lot.
The fact that the city and county roads were
clearer than those at the university is troubling. Yet
even more disturbing is the fact that automobile after
automobile was ticketed after students dodged each
other as they slid into what their college minds
determined could be a parking space.
No one is willing to take responsibility for citing
when the parking lot was last scraped, if it was at all.
It should concern the administration that during the
busiest hour on campus, the largest parking lot was
hazardous.
We are lucky serious accidents did not occur and
no pedestrians were struck by sliding cars or fell
while exiting the solid sheet of ice.
The administration should be embarrassed that
tickets were given to these students.
Officers ticketed automobiles and several were
towed. The towing was necessary because students
created a third parking row, blocking the middle cars
in.
Public safety has created a parking office to

handle complaints, and we believe this is a valid one
that should be voiced. Public safety officials will
certainly advise those who have problems with a
ticket received, to appeal it.
Appeal immediately.
Thursday's situation is definitely one that should
be appealed. Not only were students in danger, but
they were treated unfairly each time a ticket was
written.
The appeal process is not complex, and it is worth
the time and effort if a change is made for just one
student.
An appeal must be made within IS school days
after the ticketing. Appeal forms are available in
either the public safety or parking offices of the
Brewer Building.
The ticket must accompany the appeal form when
it is returned. All appeals are then taken before an
appeals committee, and a decision is mailed to the
student
Students, faculty members and citizens appeal
citations every day. The procedure is available and
should be taken advantage of.
A parking office worker said some students who
were towed last Thursday have already picked up
At the risk of sounding like Andy
appeal forms.
If any case has merit, this one does. It is more than Rooncy, I have to ask. Did you ever
getting $5 back, it is a chance for students to make dunk about how university offices
a difference. And maybe in die process, a couple of always close from noon to 1 p.m.?
It's true. No matter how many
fender benders will be avoided.
people are leaning on the wall waiting
to get service at 11:59 and 59 seconds,
the door slams with a resounding thud
when the clock strikes noon.
And what's worse is thai die inhabitants of these offices abhor the
idea of opening the door a minute
before 1, even if they've been back
probably can't be prevented. Vandalism and so- from the By-Pass or finished with their
called acts of God cannot be anticipated.
Uina salad and Twinkie since 12:45.
But an ounce of prevention really is worth a
I hate this. So many times I've
pound of cure. Rather than waiting to be called in arrived at the check-cashing window
emergencies and taking days to arrive, maintenance at 11:55 a.m. only to stare agape when
workers could do weekly checks of heating systems the window creaked closed on the
person in front of me at exactly noon.
in residence halls.
Or I've gotten there breathlessly at
Although the company that owns the elevators is
responsible for elevator repairs except in emergen- 12:55. thinking they might have gotcies, university maintenance crews could regularly ten bored with filing their nails or
the paper and opened the
check elevators to ascertain proper safety condi- reading
window early. No dice. The window
tions.
stays firmly closed until 1 or someOr better yet, the residence hall maids and janitors times a few minutes after even when
who can regularly be seen loafing in stairwells and voices can be heard behind it long
television rooms could be taught basic inspection before.
techniques in order to save the time of physical plant
Usually two people man this winworkers who always say they don't have time for dow. If one took lunch from 11:30 to
minor repairs.
It's simple enough. Either we approach the problem from the front or back into it after it's already
infernal. The university can establish a simple routine of prevention or respond to angry cries when
problems abound.
The key is prevention.

University offices should stay open
through lunch for students' use

Routine weekly maintenance checks
would decrease problems, gripes
A recent petition by residents of Palmer Hall
against Palmer's prolonged lack of heat brought to
our attention again the myriad of physical problems
from which this university suffers.
If one student isn't howling about the heat, another is yelling about the cold water in residence hall
showers.
Last week several campus phone systems were
on the blink. Calls could come in and go out, but the
static made communication nearly impossible.
Malfunctioning elevators are continually causing
strife for students in high-rise residence halls like
Commonwealth and Kcenc.
Of course a facility the university's size is destined to have problems. Phones will tear up; heaters
will break down.
But certain things are always going to be present
and utilized on a university campus.
Residence halls and classrooms will always need
heat in the winter, and offices and hall rooms will
always need telephones. High-rise halls will always
need elevators, unless students develop a liking for
climbing stairs.
Many problems associated with these systems

Phonathon student volunteers;
Alumni Association deserve thanks Write in
For one month, from the end of January to
•mid-March, members of university organizations put their parties and fun, as well as their
studies, on hold to talk on the phone every night.
They risk embarrassment each time they dial
the phone to call strangers and ask them for
money.
These strangers number in the thousands,
9,000 in fact. And the money they donate will,
if all goes well, amount to about $70,000.
Again this year, the Alumni Association
phonathon is soliciting donations from university alumni through student volunteers who
actually phone alumni and ask them for money.
Nearly $37,000 have been raised thus far. The
average pledge is $30, up from last year's aver-

age of $25.
The money will go toward scholarships,
equipment for classes, maintenance of certain
academic programs, improvement of faculty
salaries and university library resources.
Whenever the university can acquire money
without going in debt, a positive step has been
taken for the whole university community.
The more money the university has, the less
often it has to raise tuition or ask students for
money they don't have.
Every party has freedom of choice in this
situation, so no one has to give unwillingly.
Our complements to Alumni Affairs, the
alumni who donate and especially the students
who initiate these lucrative relationships.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Eastern Progress tacaangem ber.Leoen most also include the auits readers to write letters to the editor thor's signature. Carbon copier.
on topics of interest to the university photocopier and tetters wuhfllegMe
signature* will not be accepted. Uncommunity.
Letters submitted for publication signed letters wiO not be accepted.
TteFYogrewasesittownjudgshould by typed and double-spaced.
They should be no longer than 250 memtto6t*fmme a*a letter at Ubdwards. The Progress may condense oas or at poor mm and reserves tf»
letters over 250 words. However,
grammar, punctuation and apeflinf
win not be changed or corrected.
Letters abooUbtaddmMdlMha
newspaper and mast
thor's
MM

{

1

form of an editorial or essay. Those
interested in writing a "Your Turn"
column should contact the editor before submitting an article. Letters
and columns should be mailed to The
Eastern Progress , 117 Donovan
Annex, PaetrVn Kentacky University. Richmond. Ky. 40475.
The deadline for submitting a letter for a specific issue is noon Monday prior to TInraday's poMkauion.
win he

Do you have opinions which
conflict with those of the university or the Progress? Is there
someone in the university community you'd like to applaud or
congratulate? Much like the
Progress expresses its views
through editorials, you can voice
your opinion through letters to
the editor. Your opinions on current issues are welcome.
A current issue that warrants

To report a news story or idea:

12:30 and the other from 12:30 to
1:30, the window could stay open
through lunch and accommodate those
students who don't have time for a
noon to 1 lunch or have classes that
make check cashing during these hours
most convenient
The registration center is the worst
These patient computer operators deserve many thanks for their hours of
staring at black and green screens and
trying to make sense of students'
jumbled class schedules, but do they
really need an hour and a half for
lunch?
Yes, from 11:30 tol.no one registers on this campus.
There are at least 10 to 15 operators. Couldn't they stagger their
lunches so that a couple people could
be on duty every hour, especially
during rush times? It would slow the
process down some, but at least people
in line at 11:30 wouldn't have to sit in
the Combs Building 2nd floor hallway
an hour and a half in order not to lose
their places in line.
The university bylaws must have
stipulated that this rigid lunch proce-

dure be strictly foUowed because
phones ring off the hook and reverberating door knocks go unanswered
during this hour.
Certain faculty members should be
given credit for answering their phones
and allowing students to visit their
offices during lunch.
They understand our predicament
because they, like us, have irregular
schedules that change from semester
to semester and don't necessarily complement errands to be run or meetings
to be attended.
Instructors probably aren't much
better off than we aie. If they happen
to have a free hour around lunch time
and need to visit other offices on
campus, they're out of luck.
The administration seems to forget
that college, for students and faculty,
is not an 8:30 to 4:30 day.
Whenever people say, "This university is so screwed up," I'm always
quick to think it's not so bad.
But I can understand what they
mean.
The only offices that should close
for an hour in the middle of die day are
those that employ only one person,
which I doubt exist
While one worker lunches, the
others could meet students' needs,
which are what put them in those offices to begin with.
The quality of office gossip would
suffer, but how important is who's
getting paid more or who's sleeping
with whom when students are getting
angrier by die minute?

your interest is the recent controversy surrounding remarks
made by former Gov. Happy
Chandler about blacks. Is Chandler a racist or just a product of
another generation?
National issues are also relevant to the university
community.Should former
Senator John Tower be appointed secretary of defense in
spite of his rumored background

of alcoholism and womanizing.
Along the same lines, does it
concern you that David Duke, a
former Ku Kkix Kian leader was
elected to the Louisiana state
legislature? How does a person's background influence his
ability to lead a community or a
country?
Write and ted us yourthoughts
on these and other issues relevant to the university.
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. . Are you bothered that a fortnST
w*\f\\ I KKK member was elected to the
UUII Louisiana state legislature?
■
by Leslie Young

m

Chuck Gumm, sophomore, polke
administration, Lexington:
"No, because he is not presently involved in the KKK and anybody can
change."

R

Evette Haun, sophomore, fashion
merchandising, Jellico, Tenn.:
"Yes,
because someone who is not for
Powell
Buckner
Kuhnapfel
all the people shouldn't be represent- Mack
ing all the people."
Margaret Mack, freshman, prelaw,
Todd Buckner, sophomore, undeLouisville:
clared, Louisville:
"Yes, they should choose someone for
"Yes, he should be hung upside down
legislature more carefully because it
by his toenails to the nearest burning
could cause an uproar if it hasn't alcross."
ready."
Sherrie Kuhnapfel,senior, computer
science, Somerset:
Larry Powell, senior, business ad"No, it doesn't concern me because
ministration, Covington:
it's not my privilege to take away his
"Yes, it shows how one-sided Amerbeliefs."
ica is."
Gumm
Haun

Petition goes before RHA

Police beat
The foOowtag report! havt beta tied
with the MivenMr MMUftn sfpaMl walttj.
FtbJl:
DUMM Elklas. Commonwealth Hall, reported the sounding of ihe fire alarm in Todd
Hill Inc Richmond Fire Department found no
evidence of imoke or fire upon i nve itigauon. A
resident of Ihe third floor told the investigating
officer he accidentally bumped into the pull
station while he was talking on Ihe phone.

Feb. 22:
' Carl Allan. Todd Hall, reported damage to
three vehicles parked in Alumni Coliseum Lot.
The vehicles belonged to Matthew Thorn
bury. Dupree Hall; EMuheth Smith, Mattox
Hall: and Douglaa Amtwrgey. Todd Hall. All
three vehicles bad the driver's aide rear view
mirror broken by what appeared to the invcatigating officer to have been someone kicking
them.
Patrick Shannon. Keene HalL reported the
theft of a radio from his jeep while the vehicle
was parked in Keene Lot.
Marty Wagner. Keene Hall, reported the
theft of a checkbook belonging to Joseph
Stldham of Keene while Stidham was away for
ihe weekend.
Feb. 23:
Deborah Gadd. Telford Hall, reported the
the ft of the lens fmm the right uillight of her
vehicle. The vehicle was parked in Telford Lot
at the time of the offense.
George Dean. Commonwealth Hall, reported that a window had been broken in the
foyer of Commonwealth.

By Brent Risner
News editor
The university's Residence Hall
Association is preparing a response to
a petition presented by Brad Birch, a
representative of the Campus Ministers' Association.
According to Debbie Dawson,
treasurer of RHA, the student organization is working on a statement of
general support for the petition although RHA doesn't agree with two
elements of the petition.
The Campus Ministers' Association began the petition in February to
address alcohol abuse on campus and
in Richmond and is try ing to enlist the
support of university students and
administrators along with the local
community.
Dawson said RHA objects to a
portion of the petition's statement of
concern that reads: "We implore the
(Ric hmond) City Commission to pass
legislations which would prohibit
persons under the age of twenty-one
from being in the bars and the liquor
stores."
Dawson said students from one
women's residence hall argued at Ihe
meeting that they liked to go downtown and dance, aprivilegcthcy didn't
want to lose because they were under-

age.
She said RHA took exception to
another section of the petition's accompanying statement that calls on
"the many organizations on campus to
seek and sponsor activities that would
be entertainment alternatives to the
many establishments which serve
alcohol."
"It's not that the university is not
providing those things," Dawson said.
"It's just that students aren't taking
part in them."
"As it is written now, there's no
way RHA is going to pass (the petition) because of those two points," she
added.
__^_

Clarification
In a Feb. 23 review of "The Best
Little Whorehouse in Texas," two song
titles were incorrecL The correct titles
arc "Hard Candy Christmas" and "The
Bus from Amarillo."
In a Feb. 16 story about university
graduate Don McNay, Pete Pearlman,
president of the American Trial Lawyers' Association, was misidentified.

COUPON

STUDENT SALES
GROUP LEADER

It was a fiasco. But I knew it would
be.
I can be a rather spiteful person
when circumstances deem it necessary, so when my father and my brother
challenged me to learn to ride my
dad's Suzuki motorcycle, I had to say,
"No problem" — even though I was
terrified.
Likewise, when my brother posed
the challenge of learning to ski, I
couldn't possibly let him know I was
terrified that I'd break my leg, break
my arm or die.
"No problem." I told him.
During the hour-long trip to Mad
River Mountain ski resort, I was cool.
Not once did I entertain the thought of
backing out.
I was prepared for anything: long
underwear, jeans, a turtleneck, a
sweater, two pairs of socks, heavyduty gloves and an oversized coat
complete with one pocket containing a
fistful of tissues (for my allergies) and
the other containing my puffer (for my
asthma).
Not until after we parked Ihe car
and began walking toward the ticket
window did my fears begin to overwhelm me. Although it was freezing, I
was sweating — nervously.
"Maybe I' 11 j us t watch. The cold air
hurts my lungs, and I don't want to
have an asthma attack and have to go
to the hospital and spoil everyone's
fun."
My brother wouldn't buy it.
Instead: Three all-day lift tickets
and ski rentals, please," he said to the
lady at the window.
It was too late. I couldn't possibly
back out now — not after Mom and
Dad had just forked over $35 for me to
be tortured.
Too many people I know rave about
the thrill of whisking down snowcovered mountains, cutting through

COUPON

COUPON

GET $1.00 OFF WITH THE PURCHASE
OF THE STEAK FEST, LARGE FRIES,
AND A REFRESHING MEDIUM DRINKl

Full time summer position I

Must be responsible, mature Individual.
Prefer associate professors, assistant
coaches, X-military. or graduate students.
Minimum age Is 25. Realistic earnings to
$lOOO/wk. This is not door to door! Call
1-800-468-3276. Ask for Sherry Williams.

STEAK FEST
Richmond Mall Food Court

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

My Turn

Jackie Hmkle
the air and smiling all the while for
skiing to be a sport to dread. And after
all, some of these people I know are
basic clods. Learning to ski couldn't
possibly be too difficult.
Why do I fool myself?
A few quick lessons from Bad Phil
(my brother),and hisgirlfriend, Betsy,
two of his buddies and I were off,
racing a few yards down the bunny hill
before sliding the rest of the way on
our backs.
I began to feel confident, so after
my first time down the bunny hill
without falling, I decided to venture to
the fop of the hill. I grabbed hold of the
rope tow; I fell. Nothing new with that,
except this time I couldn't get up. The
attendant had to stop the pulley system
and pick me up.
"Just get me outta here. Please, just
get me outta here," I thought
It was time to move on, instructor
Bad Phil decided, time for the intermediate hill, which included—the ski
lift.
Getting on was no problem; getting
off was.
The ride up was spent by Betsy

WOLFF TANNING
TECHNOLOGY
10 SESSIONS

SASSAFRAS-O.P.-CATALINA
AND MANY MORE

SWIMSUITS
FOR SPRING BREAK 19891
ALL STYLES-ANY PRICE
EXTRA

Special for EKU Student.

$15.00 with coupon
OunrarrkM: Wa uaa only "original"
Wolff tyatam tanning bads and
bulba, net cheaper Imltatlone.
If you can find e better tanning
ayatam enywhere In town, well
eend you "there", tor e free
aaaalon on ua.

25% OFF w/coupoN
(Limit

ona-Explraa

3-18-SS)

UDI0

UDI0

"Thm College Shop"
EKU ByPass
Richmond
WE'VE OOT THE BEST LOOK M TOWNI

624-2727

College Park Shopping Center
Open 6 Days A Week-9 AM • 7 PM

Richmond Mall
Food Court

623-9517

tiuaie

Bring Coupon In
and Receive 2 Weeks FREEI

9hQe Sgiei

Classes Offered:
Low Impact Aerobics
Combination Aerobics
Coed Aerobics
»26.00 per month
Includes all classes
or $2 00 per class

Expires March 31. 1989

TOM'S

SALE

Pony Allante Basketball
Pony Power Play Basketball
Puma Low (Casual)
Puma Destiny (Running)
Asahi (Casual)
Converse Cons (Red or Royal)
Converse Conveyor (Walking)
Asahi Basketball
We sell and engrave
trophies and plaques
Custom Lettering ,

1 Coupon per Customer.

Owners - Ruby McLean
Tracy Huber

instructing me to be sure to lift my skis
slightly as we approached the ramp
and by my wishing I could go inside
and drink a beer. (My nerves were
frazzled.)
Two yards from the ramp: "Remember, lift your skis."
One yard from the ramp: "Skis
lifted?"
We were quickly approaching Ihe
ramp. I did as I was told; I lifted those
skis and planted them firmly on the icy
ramp.
"Now stand up," Betsy commanded.
She didn't tell me to let go
And as I hung on to the lift chair, I
was whipped around the comer and
began my descent — on my back,
being dragged by the lift chair.
When I finally opened my eyes. I
saw a bright light Was I dead? No.
But I decided that death would have
been less painful.
I looked up to see several faces
contorted through hearty laughter and
to discover that my skis slid several
yards in one direction while my ski
poles had flown in opposite direclions, all while I spun around and
around in circles.
I didn't break my leg or my arm.
And Iobviouslydidn'tdie. Bull didn't
learn any lessons because I'm going
again.
Most everyone on campus is looking forward to basking in ihe sun over
spring break. I'm dreading bruising
my body in freezing temperatures.
After all. skiing is fun.
Why do I fool myself?

Taylor's Sporting Goods

312 Spongier Drive
Rtehrnond. Kentucky 40475
■ IMHM

Skiing not such a blast for everyone

PIZZA

PRICE
$35.95
$26.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$39.95
$29.95
$27.95

STUDENTS GET 10% OFF
WITH STUDENT I.D.
Monday*Tuesday*Thursday

.79 CONsEYS
(Plus Tax. No Limit. Not Valid with
any other specials or discounts)

Hot Dog with chill,
onions, mustard,
A cheese

EKU & GOLD STAR CHILL.HQT STUFF!

Classified

Home of the "Five Pounder"

2 (10 inch) Small Pizzas with Cheese and 1 Topping $6.89 plus tax
2(12 inch) Medium I

HELP WANTED

Topping

2 (14 inch) Large Pizza with Cheese and 1 Topping $10.95 plus tax
Juml

P

r ■

.

12 inch Medium and Choice of 3 Toppings $6.95 plus tax
lus tax

■

Sandwich, Small Chips, and Quart Drink $3.79 plus tax
■

:

■

•
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FREE DELIVERY
623-8720
ft

218 Porter Drive
u

623-8772

Counselors to work with children
with emotional and behavior problems in an intense wilderness setting.
June 7-Jury 29 $550-$650.
Health Supervisor
June 1-July 29 >650-$900.

Food Director
May 15-July 29 $500-$600.
(606) 252-4733
Looking for a fraternity, sorority
or student organization that would
like to make $500 - $1000 for a
one week on - campus marketing
project. Must be organized and
hardworking. Call Jill or Corine at
1-800-592-2121

HELP WANTED
Weekend workers, Georgetown
area. 1st and 2nd shifts available . Contact Rita between 9 and
4. 253-4612

FOR SALE
LOSE WEIGHT SAFELY. 10 to
29 pounds per month. No Drugs,
No Exercise. Inexpensive, Guaranteed. Ask about Fat Biocker.
(606) 744-0893
COMPUTER IBM Color Bundle &
Desk (640K) 623-0775
$10 $660 weekly / up mailing circulars! Rush self-addresses
stamped envelope: Dept. AN7CC-AG2. 256 S. Robertson.
Beverly Hills Ca 90211

RECORDSMITH buys and sells
USED cassettes and CDs. 6235058. Bypass.

2nd Annual
Gospel Jubilee
EKU GOSPEL ENSEMBLE
FEATURING:
The Edwards Sisters
U of K Black Voices
Morehead St. University
Margot Demaree
St. Andrews Youth Che*
Victorious
SPECIAL GUEST
Friendship Interaerwrnlnattonal Che*
Ondnncrrrl. Ohio
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Police
beef up
campus
security

Ellis pleads guilty to theft;
receives fine, seven days

By Susan Coleman
Starr writer
University police officers can and
will arrest students, investigate illegal
activities students get involved in and
are given the authority to enforce the
laws of Kentucky.
But James Wilson, a campus police
officer, thinks students should take a
better attitude toward him and other
campus officers.
"Most of them look at us like we're
a pain in the butt when we're citing
them, but we're the first ones they run
to when they need help," Wilson said.
Officers in the division of public
Progress photo/Bill Lackey
safety have many duties to perform
Bailey Thacker, a guard with public safety, issues parking citations.
duri ng one of the three designated sh if Is
they are assigned: the day, evening or
midnight shift.
place when Tom Lindquist, director
'Most of them look at us like we're a pain in the butt when
According 10 Wynn Walker, assis- of police services, or Walker orders
we're citing them, but we're the first ones they call when
tant director of public safety, the uni- the officer to do so.
they need help.'
versity owns two marked cruisers and
"If there's a complaint, they re—James Wilson, campus police
one unmarked cruiser, vehicles which spond to it If there's a dorm fire, they
arc essential to police work.
respond to it If someone reports
On the day shift, both marked cruis- something has been stolen, the offi- they're downtown drinking; they're one right now with 70,000 plus miles,
ers are used to make service runs, cers go to the dorm and take the report coming back up. Thursday is a typical and it'll probably be replaced next
year if we have the budget."
when police personnel transport the and try to investigate and apprehend night"
The cost of a new cruiser, accordParking tickets that arc given are
department's mail or other people to whoever committed the crime, just
ing
to Walker, was approximately
usually
not
given
by
the
police
offiother locations or serve warrants.
normal police duty," Walker said.
cers at the university, but are written $12,500 last year.
"We're basically on patrol," Wilson
One constant of police duty is the by guards, who work five day a week.
"We haven't seen the new bids for
said. "We've got a lot of service-type
"We use, on day shift, two guards. cruisers this year. I think they're going
runs: basic escorts, taking stuff down- fear officers face each day.
"It's hard to see the person who They're not sworn police officers; they to be higher," Walker said. "I'd su,
town to the court system down there,
serving warrants. Warrants are usu- might be able to lake you out who don't carry guns. They're not trained right now the actual cost will be about
might want a reason to take you out," as police officers. They don't make $14,000, because you have to pay a
ally served in (he daytime."
The officers duties are not limited Wilson said. "If you're out patrolling arrests. They just write tickets basi- technician to transfer the radio, the
and walk in on somebody that's break- cally." Walker said.
sirens, the lights, the protective screen
to service runs.
"The officers will write tickets, to transfer the prisoners."
"We may have three or four offi- ing into a car, something like that
Walker said the university police
cers on a shift We may have a lieuten- your attention span, your heightened too, if there are enough officers. If
they are out on their beats and they see gets its gasoline at local gas stations in
ant, a sergeant and two officers some- awareness has to be up."
Sometimes "you're faced with a an illegally parked car, they may ticket the evening or from the physical plant
times. It depends on the situation,"
person who possibly might have a or tow it. But it's not a full-time thing during the day.
Walker said.
But even with the best equipment
"And one officer maybeinacruiser gun. That's scary.. .. somebody out they are assigned to."
there
who
has
the
potential
to
hurt
you
In
the
evening
and
midnight
shifts,
and
personnel, police still depend on
with a sergeant and the other officer's
cadets and officers who are full-time citizens lo help in reducing crime.
on a foot beat checking buildings, or kill you," Wilson said.
"I'm only 25, and I don't have students and part-time guards, do most
"With the dormitory thefts, we don't
responding to calls, looking for probmany
years left I plan on protecting of the ticketing. The guards have two go and slake out the dormitories. We
lems, and the lieutenant may be in a
myself to the max," he added. '
white pick-up trucks to use for this don't patrol the dormitory rooms,"
cruiser," he added.
Walker said he expects a fourth job.
Walker said. "It's up lo the kids to
On the evening and midnight shifts,
shift
beginning
at
6:30
p.m.
and
conThe
two
marked
police
cruisers
are
report the people, if they're messing
there is one cruiser assigned with one
officer and a sergeant. The lieutenant tinuing until 3 a.m. to be added soon usually replaced after 80.000 to around. Ifiheydon'treportit,theyget
which will, in effect beef up campus 100,000 miles are on the car. Walker ripped off."
is assigned to the other cruiser.
security
during a period when crimes said.
"You're never going to be able to
According to Walker, a campus
are
most
likely
to
happen.
There
are
some
factors
involved
satisfy
everybody 100 percent,"
officer logs approximately 20 miles on
"That's when you have the most there, depending on the amount of Wilson said. "I definitely believe
a cruiser during the day shift and as
much as SO miles through the mid- problem with alcohol, vandalism, maintenance costs, the time that everybody tries their hardest to do
people getting mad and fighting, so they've been broken down in the shop, their best and lo satisfy everybody, but
night shift.
Once an officer is out on the beat, we put an extra officer lo them. We and so forth." Walker said. "I've got it's just not possible."
he responds to dispatcher calls on should, if no one quits between now
walkie-talkies and to what he sees, and about a month from now, actually
such as traffic violations or people have someone on that shift for the first
time in years," he said.
who may be acting suspiciously.
"They may go and stake out a park"You have a lot of activities being lot for a while to try to stop people tween the hours of 6 p.m. to 11 p.m.
from breaking into cars or to catch because people are out That's prime
them if they do," Walker said. An time," Wilson said. "If they're not
officer can only stake out a certain studying, they're out with their friends;
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came employed) and the time of his
arrest
The district attorney recommended
Ellis' charge be amended from a felony to a misdemeanor due lo a lack of
documentation and victims' statements
that their money was taken. The recommendation was approved by
Moore, and the 12-month sentence
Ellis originally faced was waived
except for seven days, provided he
exhibits good behavior for two years.
Ellis was also required to pay a
$220 restitution fee, to cover the
amount he admittedly look.
Ellis withdrew from the university
shortly after his arrest in lieu of appearing before the student disciplinary
board. Ellis, who lived in Commonwealth Hall while attending the university, agreed to begin serving his jail
sentence immediately.
Ellis posted a $2,500 surety bond,
and remained free until the time of the
hearing.

SWEAT RACK INC.

Offer good thru March 15, 1989
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Progress staff report
A former university student pleaded
guilty in Madison District Court
Wednesday to stealing more than $200
from campus mail.
Michael C Ellis, 19, a freshman
from Winchester, was brought before
District Judge John Paul Moore to
hear the charge that he stole money
from Keene Hall residents while
employed as a desk worker at Keene.
After an investigation into money
missing from several students at the
residence hall, Ellis was arrested Jan.
26 by the university's division of public
safety and charged with felonious mail
theft
The investigation began after university President Dr. H. Hanly Fundcrburk received a letter from the father of a Keene resident which claimed
money sent through the mail to his son
had not arrived at Keene.
Ellis admitted to stealing about
$220 between August (when he be-

I
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University reacts to 'Satanic Verses' Hall council funds
use student fees
ByMoakaLacy

Brent Risner
Followers of Islam at the university are very distressed about the publication and release of The Satanic
Verses," a work of fiction by Salman
Rushdie, an Indian-born Muslim.
Dr. Quisar Sultana, a Muslim from
Pakistan and a special education professor at the university, responded in
writing to questions about the controversy.
Sultana indicated that Muslims
interpret Rushdie's book as a violation of one of the Ten Commandments
handed down by God to Moses in the
Old Testament of the Bible that prohibits taking the name of God in vain.
To understand Muslim outrage,
one must understand that reviling the
Quran or Muhammed (peace be upon
him) is an attack on the very foundation of Islam," Sultana wrote. To
understand the anger of the Muslims,
what Christians should do is to substitute Jesus (peace be upon him) for call into question the absolute Muslim
belief of single God, and it is these
Muhammed (peace be upon him)."
Michael Lewis, a professor in the verses Muhammed repudiates," Leuniversity's social science department, wis said.
read a copy of The Satanic Verses"
Lewis said the scribe who record's
on loan from the Crabbe Library.
Muhammed's recitations has the same
While he conceded the book is open name, Salman, as the novel's author.
to other interpretations, Lewis said it
The scribe changes words to see
does question the messages Muhamif the prophet notices," Lewis added.
med received in visions from the Angel
The fact that Muhammed doesn't
Gabriel. Scribes recorded the recita- notice undermines the notion that the
tions of Muhammed, who was illiterate, as verses in the Koran, or Qur'an,
the holy book of Islam.
According to Islamic faith, MuhamBy Monica Lacy
med, who lived in Mecca, Saudi Araand
bia in the early seventh century, is the
Brent Risner
last prophet of God, or Allah. MosThe university bookstore will not
lems believe what Allah reveals to
Muhammed through the angel is the be selling Salman Rushdie's "Satanic
final divine revelations to humankind. Verses," but copies of the con troverLewis said one of the main charac- sial novel can be checked out from the
ten in Rushdie's book, Gibreel John Grant Crabbe Library when they
Farishta, an Indian Muslim, gorges on are available,
R
pork, meat prohibited in the Islamic
°ger Meade, director of the camfaith. As a result, he then begins to P"S bookstore, said the book will not
dreams a wayward tale of Muham- be stocked and personal orders win
not be taken.
med's life
"Due to recent bad publicity on it, it
In the dream, Muhammed compromises with local political leaders in would be in poor taste to enter into a
Mecca who are polytheistic by allow- controversy like that at this time," he
ing for belief in three goddesses and said.
The bookstore did sell copies of
Allah, instead of only Allah.
Gibreel becomes part of his own "The Last Temptation of Christ," a
dream and, acting as the Angel Gab- book published in 1960 that was
riel, tells Muhammed to agree to the adapted into a controversial movie last
compromise, something Muhammed year.
European publishers have refused
does and then later rejects.
"What the 'Satanic Verses' do is to print "The Satanic Verses," and

Salman Rushdie

Qur'an is divinely revealed."
The book also features prostitutes
in Mecca who have assumed the names
of Muhammed's wives to make them
more attractive to their clientele.
Throughout the book, Muhammed
is referred to as "Mahound," the European name meaning "devil," Lewis
said.
Lewis said he believes the book
also depicts Khomeini's rise from exile
in Prance and his much anticipated
return to Iran.
"There's no question that this is
Khomeini in the middle of this book,"
Lewis said as he turned the pages of
Rushdie's work.
Shahed "Sunny" Baksh Kadri. 22.
a computer electronics major from
Bangladesh, said the book should be
banned everywhere, especially in Moslem countries. However, he opposes
the death sentence imposed upon
Rushdie by Khomeini and the $5.2
million bounty on the author's head
offered by Iran.
"In Islam, no one is allowed to kill
anybody without a cause," Kadri said.
"If someone has committed a crime,
he should be allowed a fair trial. He
should be allowed to defend himself."
Kadri, who hasn't read The Satanic Verses," said Khomeini doesn't
portray "the right end of Islam."
"Khomeini's order to murder
Rushdie has cast an ugly image upon
the face of Islam." Kadri added. "It has

set back Islam. It conveys to
non-Muslims a picture of Islam that is
barbaric, rabid and extreme."
"Blood must not be shed except
after a trial when the accused has been
given a chance to defend himself and
repent," he said.
Sami Ul Hassan, 24, a management
major from Karachi, Pakistan, said he
believed Rushdie intended to offend
Moslems and knew the book would
become famous for it.
"I don't think that all the riots, all
the disturbances and those throwing
stones — that's not good," said Hassan, who has not read the book.
They're not going to gel anything
from that. They have to go about it
legally or in a religious way, not do all
these things."
Rushdie issued an apology to followers of Islam after learning of
Khomeini's death threat.
Lewis said the real theme of the
book was "the clash of cultures," not to
degrade Islam, and he hoped that
Rushdie was not apologizing for the
book itself.
"I think he's sincerely sorry for the
book's consequences," he said.
Sultana indicated she doesn't know
how long the controversy will last in
the Muslim world.
"I think it depends on Rushdie's
behavior," she added. "If he retracts
the book, the furor could end tomorrow."

Bookstore: novel won't be sold
Canada refused to allow imports of the
book because of terroristic threats made
by Muslims.
The book has already been banned
by Muslim countries in Africa, the
Middle East and South Asia including
India, where Rushdie was bom in 1947.
Iran has placed a $5.2 million bounty
on Rushdie's head since the AyotoUah
Khomeini issued a death sentence for
the author Feb. 14.
Muslims contend that the book is
blasphemous to their religion and insults the founder of Islam, Muhammed. Rushdie, who now lives in England, has not been seen in public since
Feb. 16.
Ken Barksdale, collection development librarian, said he has been able
to get two copies of The Satanic
Verses," one from a Lexington bookstore and another from a Philadelphia
distributor, which were requested by
some university faculty members.

Barksdale said the library wants to
be careful about checking out the copies
for extended periods of time.
"We're not trying to censor it or
anything," Barksdale said. "We want
everyone to have a chance to read it
before it's gone again."
Barksdale said the library can order
copies for its own collection, but not
for individuals wanting lo buy the book,
which is produced by Viking Penguin
Publications and sells for $19.95.
"Many major distributors are still
selling the book," Barksdale said.
"There doesn't seem to be any reluctance to handle the book as long as the
copies are available."
Meade said he believes the freedom of the press still exists despite
what has happened in Rushdie's case.
"It think it is regrettable that an
individual or country can have this
control over one individual or one
publication," Meade said.

By Stewart Peoples
StatT writer
' Residence Hall Association has
donated more than $2,000 lo the
United Way. Toys for Tots and
other charities in the past year while
providing the student community
with activities, leadership opportunities and a channel to voice their
opinion to the administration.
The general student population
doesn't know how powerful it is or
that it's there," said RHA director
Lynn Whayne.
Whayne said if students would
like to do something or see something done on campus, then RHA is
the best place to start
RHA represents all students living in university residence halls
and works lo improve hall life
through programming and legislation. All legislation passed by RHA
become recommendations to the
dean for student life and the vice
president for student affairs.
Individual residence hall councils are the grass roots of RHA. The
membership of the hall councils,
elected by hall residents, are composed of a president, vice president, secretary, treasurer, activities
chairperson, an RHA representative and floor representatives.
Hall councils vote on mailers
that interest residents, conduct
programs for the hall and make
purchases from their student activity funds.
RHA receives SI.75 of the $50
each university resident pays in student activity fees each semester,
which is included as pan of tuition.
That money is equally divided between hall councils and RHA. The
hall councils' portion is then divided between each hall council in
proportion lo the number of residents in the hall.
Each hall council includes the
money in its budget and uses it for
its residents' activities and needs.
Steve Parsons, director of
Dupree Hall, said Dupree's money
has been well-spent already.
"Dupree Hall has had more programs than any other hall on campus last semester," Parsons said.
"There was the trip up to Cincinnati for a Reds baseball game, and

a van was rented and a number of
people went along with that," Parsons said. "We've bought shower
curtains and pingpong balls. We
bought new equipment and supplies for the office."
Parsons and the Dupree Hall
Council have also come up with
idea* to raise money such as sponsoring tournaments and awarding
trophies and pizzas as prizes to
winners.
Like other halls. Dupree raises
money through fees like "Key Fund
Accounts" wherein if a student loses
a key. he is charged an amount,
usually 50 cents per day, lo borrow
another. A lost key may cost the
resident more than $15.
Dupree Hall has $103.43 from
key rentals and $26.42 in its general fund.
Holly Beasley, an assistant area
coordinator and director of Wallers Hall, said Wallers hasn'tspent
much of its $800 budget except for
$25 on games.
Beasley added that Walters Hall
Council is planning lo have a party
with Commonwealth Hall, along
with purchasing a VCR and sponsoring a field day with sack races.
"RAs may need $10-$ 15 for their
floor to have a party or something," Beasley said. But all hall
activities must first be voted on by
the hall councils.
As of Feb. 1. RHA has
$1359.72 in its general account,
$3,230.98 in campus key fund and
$1,680 which will be used for care
packages parents want sent to their
students during final exam week.
Whayne said RHA has local, regional and national meetings where
the topic of money usually comes
up.
"Perhaps the most common subject at these conferences is what
else can be done with money, at
well as new ideas for raising
money," she said.
Whayne said each hall is now
working on a "Safety Awareness
Week," and a project wherein students could bring their brothers and
sisters lo the university for weekend visits so they could learn more
about what college life is like.

Pk'nPrjy Show©
It's here this week, Feb. 27 thru Mar. 5, 1989.
This week only!
We are pulling out all the stops to give you the hottest, freshest,
most delicious pizza you've ever had at prices that will make you
yell for more!

There's a different special every day!
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Monday
12" - One Topping Pizza
$4.95 plus tax.

Tuesday
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only $5.99 plus tax.
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Thursday
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Saturday
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get a FREE six pack of Coke®.
Sunday
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pizza with the same number of toppings
FREE.

We Invite you to try our delicious NEW PAN PIZZA! Available starting today!

CaU Us:

623-0030
119 S. Collins
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above. Not valid with any other coupons or
offers. Offers good only during the week of
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No coupon required. Just ask!
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Student offers help
with good nutrition
By Bobbi French
Staff writer
Just learning how to lose weight
can be as difficult as actually doing
it, but if you have someone to help
you begin, then the "battle of the
bulge" might not last at long.
For this reason, Meg Dorough, a
senior general dietetics major from
Lexington, has started a free nutritional counseling program at the
Student Health Services in me
Rowlett Building.
"I want lo let people know that
there isaproper way lolose weight,"
Dorough said. "If they do it safely
and slowly, then they will be able lo
keep that weight off."
As part of her Community Nutrition class, Dorough was required
to provide services to a local agency.
By participating in the program,
Dorough can offer tips to students
on how to lose weight nutritionally.
For example, Dorough suggets
eating fresh fruits and vegetables.
In addition, eating fish and poultry
isabcitcrchoicc to eating red meals
because beef and pork have more
saturated fats.

Blood buddy
Phil Drees, a senior from Creston Springs, (left), and
Melanie Leach, (right), a junior from Manchester, get a visit

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

in the Powell Grill Monday from Bobby Bloodmobile, or Joni
Miles, a sophomore from Louisville.

If you go to the grocery store
every other day, she said, you "can
keep your refrigerator stocked but
not overstocked."

Athletic deficits get attention of COSFL

Dorough also suggests drinking
diet sodas as a beverage substitute.
Many people think drinking

(Continued from Page One)
year," Clark said. "You'dhaveiohave
a span of time to know whether you
had that IS percent to reallocate."
Clark said one reason for his estimate is that many of the university's
coaches are tenured and could not be
removed from the payroll. Currently.
nine coaches are tenured.
State government appropriations,
one of seven primary incomes the university receives, represents 52 percent
of what the school has to spend.
Clark called the debate about state
appropriations subsidizing athletics
"an endless discussion,'' and that it is
difficult to pinpoint from which of
those income sources the university
finances athletics.
But he did not rule out the possibility that state dollars do go into the athletic coffers, particularly for faculty
salaries.
"The state appropriation is not large
enough to cover the entire university
salary pool, and that's why we have to
look for other increases (of income) in
the budget process," Clark said.
University officials also argue that
many student-athletes are eligible for
govemmentassistance that helps cover
the cost of scholarship benefits which
are passed on to other accounts like
tuition fees, housing, food service and
the bookstore.
Excluding trainers, the seven men's
sports are awarded 104 scholarships
and the six women's sports get 39 full
scholarships and 12 half scholarships,
according to athletic director Donald
Combs and assistant athletic director

She also encourages exercise
while dieting.
"For s successful exercise program, you've got to incorporate it
as a habit," she said.
Dorough said many overweight
people do not like lo exercise at
health spas, so she has set up an
exercise program dial they can do
in their own room.
"When you lose weight, you're
losing it because you're not taking
in as much. And therefore, your
body resorts to your fat cells and
bums it as energy," Dorough said.
Some of her goals are to give
good nutritional counseling and
watch people lose weight "because
if they succeed, then I succeed,"
she said.
"I'm going to tell them things
that they're not going to want to
hear, but I'm going to tell them the
truth." she said.
Dorough said she isn't providing the program simply lo tell her
patients only what they want to
hear.
Dorough's piogiam consists of
one weekly meeting each Monday.
However, other times can be arranged. For more i nformaiion, contact Dorough at 624-9488.

Financial statements for university athletic programs. 1986-87
Expenditures
Surplus (+) or Deficit (-)
Revenues
Institutions
11,324,626
8,231,503
+3,093,123
1. Louisville
12,294,600
10,551,100
+1,743,500
2. Kentucky
99,927
509.713
-409,786
3. Kentucky State
17,000
601,000
-584,000
4. Northern Kentucky
2,125,695
-1.218,485
907,210
5. Eastern Kentucky
6. Western Kentucky
1,412,000
2,651,100
-1,239,100
458,900
1,749300
-1,290,400
7. Morehead State
525,100
2,206,000
-1,680,900
8. Murray State
Progress Graphic: AmieGambrel
Source: Council on Higher Education
Martha Mull ins.
Since men's athletics has many
more participants than scholarships,
the components of a scholarship —
tuition, room, board and books — are
often divided among team members
as necessary. A half scholarship consists of only tuition, room and books.
An in-state scholarship is valued at
$3340 a year, and an out-of-staie
scholarship is worth $5,920 for the
1988-89 school year.
"I believe any student-athlete at
Eastern is good enough to play at a lot
of other places," Clark said. "If all
sports were abolished, those students
would transfer to where they could
play, and their girlfriends and boyfriends would go with them. This
would result in a reduction in the tuition paid to the institution."
"We don't just represent a participant number of 300 (student-athletes),
but we may represent, conservatively,
up to 600 kids at this university because of the athletic budget," Combs

112 St. Georga

623-3651

tffifamAifc^

said, commenting on the significance
of athletes' friends.
Combs and Clark also point to other
intangibles that give athletics a value
that can't be quantified, they said.
"The athletic budget at Eastern is
only 3 percent of the total budget."
Combs said. "But we think we generate 90 percent of the publicity, most of
it good.
Over half of the income intercollegiate athletics receives comes from
the student activity fee—$50 charged
to each student per semester. A full
$40 of that fee goes to athletics with
the remainder devoted to other student
services. None of the fee is directed at
a specific athletic program .Clark said.
Income from student activity fees
has increased by 42.6 percent between
1985-86 and 1987-88, but income
from football ticket sales has declined
from $209,453 to $159,771 — ■ 24
percent decline— in the same period.
"We've tried most of the standard
methods of attracting attendance, but

Mr.
Waffle

SPECIAL!

Deluxe Dressed
CHEESEBURGER
OR HAMBURGER
AND FRENCH FRIES

Student Discounts
On Cut And Style
$5.00 Off
Ladies' Cut And Style

we've tried to keep the athletic event
the central theme," Combs said.
"I haven't done anything in the past
two years that has been successful in
drawing attendance," Combs said.
The most successful thing we've done
is let people in for 25 cents and a
$5,000 firecracker show."
Combs was referring to the special
Richmond Chamber of Commerce
Family Night scheduled for the first
night game at Hanger Field in 1987.
The television contracts negotiated
with the major networks by the College Football Association has "eaten
us alive" and has made scheduling
football games difficult when the
public has so many other games available. Combs said.
He said the university must sponsor
six men'sand six women's sports to be
a member of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association, and that he must
also obey Title DC, which says that for
every 70 cents spent on men's athletics. 30 cents must be spent on women.
yyiiiuiiiJJJJi ii)

HAIR AND SKIN CARE

$3.00 Off
Ladies' Cut

eight glasses of water a day will
"flush out their fat," Dorough said.
In actuality, water cleans out the
kidneys, she said.

$1.89

$3.00 Off
Men's Cut

w/coupon
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Captain
D's.
a great little seafood place.
1059 Berea Rood, Richmond

Introducing
New Baked FISH DINNER

$3.79

3 baked fish fillets on bed of rice
green bean
cole slaw and hush puppias

CAN YOU
BACK
THAT UP?

• cur THIS COUPON'

FISH & FRIES
FOR
ONLY

$4

2.00

No* good *•* o*r o*»e« tpeoo! o* d*cow*

I l<»9 *•>•<> tood t«hmond
lExpirM IV9/89

Two lender fish fillets, natural cut
Trench fries and S southern style
hushpupples

Captain DV
a c rcafl 111 ic tmtmt place

Kinko's can. We make two-sided copies.
Whatever you're reproducing, Kinko's is
behind you.

triir!! — . - - CLIP THIS COUPON-

CLAMS & FRIES
FOR
%t
ONLY

2.00

■ **0'900d w.*ony C*»B* *pfCCjlO'di«0«"l
l<" * o ftnori ».<hmond

E xp.r«» 3/9/89

6 oiol clama, natural cut
•ranch rrla* and 2 aoulharn atyla
hushpupptaa.

Captain DV
a iraaTdttat Maiaae" alac*

--- CUP THIS COUPON- ------- —

BITE SIZE & FRIES
FOR
$
ONLY

2.00

' Gi» (mo tood l«Uo«l
Eipvas 3/9,89

kinko's

6 oz bit* slza. natural cut
franch friaa and 2 eoutham atyla
huihpuppiaa.

D*

YOUR CAMPUS COPY SHOP
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i- — ----«-- — -CUP THIS COUPON

CHICKEN & FRIES
FOR
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ONLY

2.00
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3 oz chlckan. natural cut
(ranch friaa and 2 aoulharn atyla
huahpupplaa.
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BY

Mon. thru Thurs. 8:30 to 7
Fri. 8:30 to 6
Sat. 10 to 5

624-0237
s

Survey reveals residents' gripes
(Continued from Page One)
■ind changes, which Crockett aid
she had never considered.
As a result of the survey, Crockett
and her staff are looking into providing some kind of direct dial service to
halls next year.
Also. Crockett had pushed for study
rooms on all residence hall floors, but
this item only ranked 25 out of 37
items.
Copies of the report compiled by
Thompson were given to Crockett,
who gave three copies to Dr. Thomas
Myers, vice president for student affairs, who will give a copy to Funder-
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bark.
tive number.
Funderburk will read the report and
O'DonaeU and Dupree halls hod
fhw copies to people responsible for low response rates, due partially to a
improvement in the areas rated as distribution problem with the RAs.
important.
Only 18 of 156 O'DonneU resiCrockett said she had wanted the dents responded, while.86 of 295
survey to ask questions that the uni- Duprcc residents responded.
versity could do something about. She
Crockett said her staff was already
asked Thompson to keep 24-hour open aware of the existing problems, but
house and alcohol on campus out of the survey made the problems more
the survey because neither is feasible obvious to the rest of the administrafor this campus right now.
tion and the university cemmunity.
Resident assistants personally dis"We're all here for the same thing
tributed the surveys to all hall resi- ... to help that student be successful,
dents, and about 27 percent responded, complete their education," Crockett
which Crockett said was a representa- said.

Senate to send petitions to Wilkinson
By Donna Pace
Managing editor
Student senate leaders are launching a two-week petition campaign
beginning Sunday in an attempt to
show Gov. Wallace Wilkinson that
students support higher education.
The senate is co-piloting the petition campaign with Morehead Stale
- University and the University of
Kentucky.
Ed Mecca, senate lobby coordinator, is in charge of distributing 2,000
petitions throughout the university for
students to sign and address.
Each of the state universities are
collecting petitions, with the goal of
hand delivering approximately 20.000
signatures to Wilkinson.
SAFE representatives, student
government presidents and the governor have scheduled a meeting to discuss higher education at the end of
March, although no specific date has
been sec

Meece, a senior political science
major, said the best opportunity for
higher education concerns to be discussed would come with a special
session dealing with education. However, the creation of a special session
does not ensure a place for higher
erhtraiion on the agenda.
Through a strong petition return
Meece "hopes higher education can
get into the governor's and legislators'ptans."
"The plans do not provide for the
amount of growth we see as necessary," Meece said. "Most students who
participate will be voting students with
the intention of letting legislators, the
governor and people of Kentucky
know we want to be involved in this
legislative session."
Meece said student senators will be
distributing the petitions, which advocate higher education and full funding
of the formula that determines allotment of monies to stats universities.
Senators will also attend organiza-

tion meetings where petitions will be
distributed and collected. Students will
be asked to read, sign and address the
forms.
Contacts are being made to media
representatives throughout the state
by Meece and other state university
lobbyists so when the meeting with
the governor takes place, it will draw
attention to higher education throughout the state.
The petition drive will end March
16. the Friday before spring break, so
the process will be fast and hard, according to Meece.
Idon'tthink the battle to be fought
is as much in the legislature as in the
governor's office,'' Meece said.
Although there are problems and
issues to be debated over, the biggest
recommendation will have to come
from the governor 'soffice, Meece said.
"In the past he (Wilkinson) has
come our way with support for higher
education, but we haven't seen any results from it," Meece said.

•Howto
peddle
a bike!

Progress photo/Bl Lackey

Crossing cultures
Saleh AJ-Harbi, (left), and Fasal Merza, both Kuwaiti, celebrate Kuwait's independence in
traditional Kuwaiti winter dress Saturday at the Baptist Student Union.

Students lobby legislators at reception
(Continued from Page One)
higher education is the free-tuition
proposal of which no legislator I have
spoken with believed had a chance of
ever passing," Bates said.
Bates said the governor's plan had
merit but there were no funds available for its successful enactment
The proposal was developed by the
governor with the intention of giving

poor students tuition-free access to
state universities. Its expense has been
estimated at SI50 million annually.
Bates described the idea, which the
governor mentioned in his address to
the education committee, as nothing
more than a "political pacifier."
Karen Rice, a senior paralegal major
who attended the reception with a
friend from the University of Ken-

tucky, said the legislators sensed an
interest from the students and were
excited the student governments were
working together in their support.
"I haven't really gotten involved in
student government, but now I wish I
had," Rice said. "I really didn't know
what to expect, but I left very impressed with the students and the number of legislators there."

ttl wasn't rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last night's game."
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GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and
folk dance, history,
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accredited program.
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$510. Room and
board in Mexican
home$54
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Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AI8T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was trie one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a calL It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
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International Calling and the Al&T
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Cafeteria to be redone in few years

Progress pholo/Charlia BoHon

Sisterly support
Members of Kappa Delta sorority gathered around a largescreen television Tuesday night in the Walters Hall basement to watch their sorority sister, Veronica Dawn Hensley,
represent Kentucky in the Miss U.S.A. pageant in Mobile,
Ala. Hensley, a 20-year-old junior from Danville, was
crowned Miss Kentucky in July.

10% OFF

SPRING
BREAK
SPECIAL

ENTIRE STOCK
OF OUR COOL
SHADES WITH
EKULD.

By Any CaudiU
Editor
In the wake of (he renovated Powell
Grill's success, the Powell Cafeteria
has lost business and will eventually
undergo renovations, according to
Greg Hopkins, director of food service.
Hopkins said improving the cafeteria was low on his list of priorities
since its equipment is basically functional, and he receives few complaints
about the facility, but changes are
inevitable.
Grill sales went from $98,655 in
September 1986 to $125,154 in September 1987, the first full month after
renovations, while cafeteria sales went
from $121,779 in September 1986 to
$94,205 in September 1987.
"There was a shift of $35.000 basically ," Hopkins said.
In October 1988, the grill served
61,600 people, while the cafeteria
served 21,245, about a third as many
as the grill.
Members of Student Association
have approached Hopkins about working together to make the cafeteria more
attractive to students who seem to be
more interested in the grill.
Mickey Lacy, student rights committee chairperson, said senate is interested in circulating a survey to find out
what kinds of foods students would

like to have in the cafeteria.
Hopkins said he and his staff have
tried during the past two and a half to
three years to improve the quality, appearance and variety of food in the
cafeteria.
Also, attitudes of the cafeteria staff
have improved, Hopkins said; servers
make eye contact and smile at patrons
more often and seem more concerned
with meeting customers' needs.
They are more willing to lake criticism as helpful instead of getting offended as they use to, he said.
Hopkins said university food service in general receives about 80 complimentary letters to every negative
one. Most problems are more immediate, such as food being cold and patrons asking servers to reheat it
Physical improvements to the facility are slated to be done in 1991-92,
Hopkins said.
All university divisions must do a
four-year plan every two years, and
food service did its plan last summer
for the 1989-93 period. Hopkins said
on his list of about 25 priorities, renovating the Powell Cafeteria was number 22.
Above Powell Cafeteria on the list
were replacing the Martin Cafeteria
dish machine, improving inventory
control, repairing roofing on the food
warehouse and purchasing a walk-in
refrigerator for the warehouse and an

ice maker for Martin Cafeteria.

The Powell Cafeteria equipment is
in good shape; its kitchen has an excellent design, and it is able to adequately serve the number of people
going through the line, Hopkins said.
The cafeteria does have problems,
however, he said.
For example, the serving system
could be more efficient with a beverage station similar to that of the grill
where patrons have several machines
separate from a food line from which
to get their beverages, making the
lines move faster.
Four checking stations could be set
up to move patrons through faster.
Also, the cafeteria salad bar is only
accessible from one side, making the
line move slowly because patrons have
to wait in line while the person in front
of them builds a salad.
"It's not a user-friendly salad bar,"
Hopkins said.
In fact, the whole serving system
needs revamping. Hopkins said he'd
like to see it changed to a scramble
system, similar to the grill, where
natrons could go to the area that interested them without going through a
line.

Now the cafeteria has four lines,
two that are basically hot food and two
that are salad bars and sandwiches.
Patrons have to choose one line and
pay when they reach the end of the

line.
"It's not modem," Hopkins said.
Hopkins said the premade sandwiches have worked well, but fast
food like hamburgers, chicken nuggets and breadsticks lend to work better
and will probably be offered in the
cafeteria eventually.
The cafeteria decor also needs
improvement. Hopkins said.
"The color scheme is passe," he
said.
Green and brass and earth tones
have gone out of style, and even the
maroon and gray of the grill is on its
way out, Hopkins said. When renovating the cafeteria, what is in and will
stay in for a long time will be considered.
"It is nearing the end of its life with
the current decor that we have,"
Hopkins said.
The carpeting is durable but bjrd to
keep clean and will probably be replaced in a few years, which will be a
major expense, Hopkins said.
The linoleum in the serving area is
beginning to chip but was stripped,
sealed and waxed over Christmas and
will last a while longer.
Renovating the cafeteria would be
a smaller undertaking than was renovating the grill, Hopkins said, but how
much smaller he couldn't determine.
"I really have no idea what it would
cost to do it," Hopkins said.

Powell Grill records $17,000 net profit
(Continued from Page One)
disappointing to Hopkins,even though
the total Colonel Card deposits are
higher than they've ever been.
The Colonel Card contributed to
41 percent of total grill revenue in
1987-88 and for 42 percent through
Dec. 31 of the current year.
Ideally, Hopkins said he would like
to see SO percent in vali-dine sales
"because the Colonel Card really is
convenient for students."
Hopkins said wages for the grill's
employees have experienced increases
because the university was unable to
get enough student workers to man the

concession operations at Hanger Field
during football season. Some grill employees accumulated overtime hours
by filling in for students.
One of the goals Hopkins has
reached one year ahead of schedule
was the reduction of full-time staff
from the 124 employees food service
had in 1986 to 80.
"At the same time, we wanted to
increase the opportunities for students
to make money," Hopkins said "Students are eligible for pay increases and
promotions while they are in food
service."
The grill has a manager, three super-

visors, six area leaders, 16 full-time
employees and 37 student workers,
whose starting salary is $3.35.
Hopkins said one cosmetic change
he would make for the grill would be
adding more greenery, but he said the
dining area's color combination,
maroon, gray and mauve was still
popular.
Three weeks ago, the grill opened a
Mexican bar offering tacos, burritos
and retried beans, and if sales are
steady and strong, the bar will most
likely be a permanent fixture.
"We did it because we knew there
was a market out there for Mexican

food," Hopkins said, adding that the
university had been successful with
taco salads in the Powell Cafeteria and
with Mexican dishes in the board plan
cafeterias in Martin and Clay halls.
If the tacos and burritos aren't hot
sellers, Hopkins said he may alternate
Mexican, Chinese and Italian foods
on a weekly basis instead of only
having a Mexican bar.
Hopkins said he doesn't see a need
for the serving area to expand into
dining space, but he does plan on
continually monitoring the grill's food
products and replacing them when
sales decline.
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Cheeseburger]
Buy 1 get 1
FREE!
-Not Valid with any other coupon or
discount
-Expires 3-6-89
Richmond Burger King
Eastern By-Pass

Ja^M /
624 2839
4 ^aPl
aV^» * Eastern By-Pass 4 ^^0

590 Tacos

for a limited time only
10% discount with student I.D. ALWAYS!

Store Hours

(Student discount not in conjunction with any other coupon or offer.)

Any Combo~Platter

Mon. thru Wed-6:30 am to 2 AM
Thurs., Fit and Sat- 7:30 AM to2 AM
Sun.~8AMto2AM

wWhcoupon
$2.99
""y
No limit. One coupon per visit. This offer not valid in combination with
any other Taco Tico offer. Expires 3/9/89.
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Shuttle service assists campus women

By Bobbi Frncb
Staff writer
The university's shuttle service was
created 11 yean ago so women could
travel on campus late at night instead
of risking their own safety by walking.
But since its inception, me university's division of public safety has
been increasingly concerned about
whether the shuttle rides are being
abused by female students.
"People misconstrue that the shuttle
van is a free taxi ride," said Wynn
Walker, assistant director of public
safety. "It's a security service."
Last semester, the shuttle service
transported 5,470 females, and through
Feb. 22 of this semester, 2,466 females
were transported.
"Any female that wants an escort
anytime, we'll provide it." Walker
Progress RlustratiorVChartM Ltetar

said. "What we don't guarantee is a
ride."
The shuttle runs from 6 p.m. to 2
a.m., Sundays through Thursdays.
Many times females call for the shuttle
after service hours.
"But when they find out they get an
escort for their safety — that they're
not necessarily going to get a ride in a
cruiser — then they don't want it,"
Walker said.
The shuttle van is "not designed to
be a convenience to keep you from
having to walk," he said. "It's designed as something to keep you safe
as you go around campus."
The driver of the shuttle van picks
up and drops off the passengers as
close to their destination as possible so
there is less vulnerability while students are outside to be attacked by

someone.
On a busy night, a group of three or
more females will not be allowed on
the van. On slow nights, the driver will
decide if a group of three or more
females will be transported.
Walker said a group of females
walking at night was less likely to be
attacked than one female walking
alone. Women should find someone to
walk with if the service is unavailable.
More females use the shuttle service in the months of December, January and February.
"It's not just to get out of the
weather." Walker said. "It's also the
months with the longest hours of darkness."
Melanie Doyle, a graduate student
from Cynthiana studying business education, said when she lived in Telford,

RHA sponsors Safety Month
By Neil Roberts
Assistant news editor
Sgt. Dan Ferguson of the university's division of public safety found
himself in a compromising position
Tuesday evening.
His arms were pinned behind his
back in a full-Nelson, and his assailant
was beginning to apply pressure to his
neck. With a quick pivot on his left
foot, Ferguson swiveled, freed his arms
by bringing them down hard on his
attacker's clasped hands and promptly
hit him in the groin — but not really.
Ferguson was demonstrating selfdefense tactics to McGregor Hall residents with the help of a student volunteer during a rape awareness seminar,
one of several programs offered during Residence Hall Association's
Safety Month.
Ferguson began the discussion by
informing the residents that a rapist is
more often than not someone the victim knows.'"They come in all shapes,
sizes and colors," he told them, "re-

gardless of their background or environment"
Those in attendance listened attentively as Ferguson recounted several
sexual assault cases he has worked on
since coming to the university. The
first priority, he said, in a situation
where you are threatened or abducted
is to survive.
"You're no good to anybody if
you're dead." he said.
Ferguson discussed several tactics
females could use to avoid being placed
in a position where a sexual assault
could occur, try not to walk alone after
dark; don't walk around in an empty
building where an assailant could hide
in any number of areas without being
seen; avoid heavy, brush-covered
areas; have your keys ready when you
get to your car, and always check the
back seat upon entering your car.
Ferguson said many women walk
after dark for exercise or to get a break
from the stress of studying. "If you go
walking, take someone with you," he

said. "If not, walk as if you have a
direction — as if you're going somewhere. Don't make it easy on someone to grab you."
Three rapes involving university
females have been reported in the past
six months to the Richmond Police
Department In each case, the woman
has alleged she was forced into a sex
act with a man after becoming intoxicated. Ferguson saidresponsible drinking is a key to avoid being placed in
such a position.
"I would advise them not to drink at
all," he said. "But if they feel they
must drink for social purposes or
whatever, to do it in an environment
with people they know and trust"
Ferguson concluded by telling the
students to always report a rape or
attempted rape to the police and passing out brochures on the division of
public safety.
Safety month is actually a threeweek program, separated into Physical Safety Week (Feb. 26-March 3).

Drug and Alcohol Week (March 5-10)
and Health and Safety Week (March
12-17).

RHA Safety Month Schedule
Drug and Alcohol Week

March 5-1Q

Monday through Thursday
RHA Booth in Powell Bldg.
Monday
Mattox Hall
Drug/Alcohol Programs
O'Donnell Hall
Drug/Alcohol Programs
Tuesday
Palmer Hall
Drug/Alcohol Programs

Next week, a drug and alcohol
awareness booth will be placed in the
lobby of the Powell Building, manned
by members of RHA's safety committee. Information will be offered covering topics from alcohol abuse to tips
on sun tanning.
Teresa Gibbons, assistant
coordinator of Clay, Bumam and
Sullivan halls and adviser to the RHA
safety committee, said RHA sponsored a safety week last year, with a
theme for each day, and decided to
extend the program this year.

she rode the shuttle van about once a
week.
Doyle said she used the shuttle to
get home "because the walkways are
not well lit between Wallers and
Telford."
She said she does not ride the van if
three or more females are with her.
Lisa Napier, a senior math education major from Lexington, calls for
the shuttle van about once a month.
Napier said she rides the shuttle if the
weather is cold or if she does not fed
like walking.
TiaRoush,a freshman occupational
therapy major from Lexington, said
she rides the shuttle service about every
night Roush said she rides the shuttle
because she is "scared to death" to
walk by herself.

Health and Safety Week

March 12-17

Sunday
AIDS The Cheezer Syndrome"
Todd Hall
Monday
RHA Booth in Powell Bldg.
Walters Hall
Mountain Maternal
Case Hall
Mountain Maternal
Tuesday
Martin Hall
"Date Rape-

Health and Safety Week will showcase a sexual-attitudes awareness
seminar March 12 in Todd Hall. Gibbons said the program, known as "The
Cheezer Syndrome," focused on sexual attitudes of those in attendance
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ATTENTION EASTERN STUDENTS!
The coolest birds
will be the ones
that got all their
important spring
break information
from our upcoming
Spring Break
Magazine. Look
for it March 9.

JFK

It might be the difference
between a good and a KILLER SPRING BREAK!

NEW SENATORS
SPRING, 1989
AHN
Julie Bird
Thea Craig
Charlie Russell

New tori Cit)
f99 roundtrip

Seattle
&9 roundtrip

Phoenix
t99roundtnp

Denver
t99 roundtrip

Chicago
t99 roundtrif)

Boston
f)9 roundtrip

HI

NAT, ft MATH SCIENCE
Matt Enzweiller
Mary Elizabeth Martin

fort Lauderdale
t99 roundtrif)

APPLIEP ARTS h TECH

LAX!
SanPranasco
tWroundtnp

LosAngeles
{99 roundtrif)

$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.
A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.

Michelle Archer
Jeanle Herron
BUSINESS
Doug Atchison
Matt Evans
Jason Jarrells
Virginia White

If you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express* Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines only for full-time
students who carry the American Express Card.
Travel privileges that offer
A
Two (99 roundtrip tickets—fly to any of

HFAITH P.E.. PHVS. ED.
John Coyer

LAW ENFORCEMENT
John Clarke
David Dearborn
Julia Diane Dupont
Randy Sparks

MORTI-IWFST In€ ro01* ^180 ci,ies xrwi ^ North"
AJRIINFS
west in the contiguous 48 United States.
(BSciOUS
Only one ticket may be used per sixmonth period.
Speaal Quarterly Northwest Destination Discounts
throughout /989-upto25% off the lowest available fare
5,000 bonus miles in Northwests WORLDPERKS*
free travel program—where only 20.000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada.

SOCIAL ft SEHAVTQgAL SCIENCE

Kent Hattery
Ray Keesee

UNDECLARED

I
I

CZ. CVaKVL^

Laura Edwards
Kim Jarboe
Susan McLaren
Darren Muncy
Julie Tucker

And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you're still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
—for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
TR/VEL

'PROJECT HIGHLIGHT: Watch tor Into on
Gov. Wilkinson letter writing campaign.
'Senate meetings arm every Tuesday at 5 p.m.
In the Joggers Rm, Powell Building.
ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME TO ATTENDI

(BATED

SERVICES

>

•SomtnsrictkmnmiwKforcon^ofcr.^^
O nm Wwton Expre» TYivtl KMaud Stmce Compim. Inc
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BOMBADILS
Saturday Night
The night
belongs to...

85 <?

<s>

throw away
bottles

Monday Night
$2.00 Pitchers
1. FLORIDA AT ALABAMA

WIN $20 CASH IN THE
PROGRESS WEEKLY
NCAA
BASKETBALL CONTEST!
CONTEST RULES
1.

TO PARTICIPATE: STUDY EACH OF THE ADVERTISERS BLOCKS ON THIS PAGE. NOTE THE
GAME FEATURED IN THE BLOCK AND PICK YOUR WINNER. WRITE THE NAME OF TEAM YOU
THINK WILL WIN WITH THE ADVERTISERS NAME FEATURING IT IN THE NUMERICAL ORDER
THEY ARE WRITTEN . USE THE CONVENIENT FORM BELOW OR A FACSIMILE.
2. BRING IN ALL ENTRIES BY 5 P.M. FRIDAY TO ROOM 117 OF THE DONOVAN ANNEX BUILDING
(DOWN THE HILL FROM ALUMNI PARKING LOT) LATE ENTRIES NOT ACCEPTED.
3. FIRST PLACE PRIZE OF $20 WILL BE AWARDED TO THE PERSON WITH THE MOST CORRECT
GAME PREDICTIONS IF TWO OR MORE PEOPLE TIE FOR GAMES CORRECTLY PREDICTED
THE TIE BREAKING GAME BOX (GUESS TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN GAME) WILL BE USED.
4. ONLY ONE ENTRY PER PERSON PER WEEK. CONTEST WILL RUN UNTIL NCAA TOURNEY PLAY.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. REMINDER-THE DEADLINE IS 5 P.M. FRIDAY AFTER PUBLICATION.

FILL IN THIS ENTRY FORM OR A FACSIMILE

SPECIAL

NAME
ADDRESS

TIE BREAKER
GEORGETOWN AT SYRACUSE

PHONE

J 2 TACOBURGERS .

ONLY $1.50 j
Expires March 8,1989

Located in the Richmond Mall

TOTAL
GAME WINNER

POINTS
ADVERTISER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

2. ARIZONA AT UCLA

Rumors
Just off Big Hill Ruenue
Live Band Thursday and Friday!
Toe- Tee Night
Wed- Wild Wednesday/Hourly
Prizes & Drink Specials
Thur- Shorter the Skirt-Cheaper
the Drink
826 Heath Street
624-2242
3. DUKE AT NORTH CAROLINA

You just can't
stop yourself.
Wllhall you can -rat of: Fluffy Pancakes
* Crispy Bacon • Spicy Sausage •
Fmh Fruil • Hom«styl« Hash Browns
• ScnmbM EMS •
Warn Blscutts and Gravy ■

Plan now
for an end
of semester
trip to
FREEPORT
BAHAMAS
3 Nights, includes air from
Cincinnati, $269 per person.

VILLAGE TRAVEL
624-9175
124 S. Keeneland Dr.

Bluegrass Village

PurchaM ol Breakfail Bar
Otter Good Only AI
Both Richmond. KV
Location* aVWWVJ

Offer expires 3-9-89

SAUTJMN
ll

BEAR & BULL
The Only Downtown
Bar Featuring
Country
Music!

STOOELNIT S[PE«[L
ALL
EASTERN
STUDENTS
Every Thursday
20% OFF
Any Regularly
Priced Service
With Student
Identification

I 50C Off ...
Purchaie ol Brcaklatl Bar
Otter Good Only At
Both Richmond, KV
(<r\WAW
Location*

Offer expires 3-9-89

6. IOWA AT MICHIGAN

$1 .00

R e t ii r ii d b 1 e

B o 111 e s

7. KANSAS AT OKLAHOMA ST.

STEAK HOUSE
5. ILLINOIS AT INDIANA

4. GEORGETOWN AT SYRACUSE

Ai B*q Boy s AJI >bu Can Eat Breakfast and Fruit Bar you can't
help out help yourself And now help yourwll to ujeal savings, too

50COff...

GOOD
LUCK
EKU!

Mon-Fri9-8
Saturday 8-6
Sunday 12:30-5

The Styling Salon at

JCPenney
Richmond Mall
Phone (606)624-3501
8. KENTUCKY AT MISS. STATE

Shoe factory Outlet
211 HI main
623-0185
Open Ulan. - Sat. 9:30 am - 6:00 pm

name Brand Shoes

Ht Discount Prices!
men's. Children's, & Ladies Shoes
,
Student Discount
_—
!l
Huailnble
9. LOUISVILLE AT NOTRE DAME

10. NC STATE AT WAKE FOREST

LAST WEEK'S $20 WINNER WAS ANITA SARINi
u

The

Campus living

Arts/Entertainment: B- 2-3
Acitivities: B-4-5
Sports: B-6-8

Playing
with a
Full Deck
By Greg Woryk
Staff writer
There may be cigars spewing endless
clouds, but no visors shading stony, expressionless eyes, aces tucked in back
pockets or queens slipped up shirt sleeves.
There isn't even a large stack of money or.
a drunk pistol-wielding accusation.
There are none of these Holly wood cardshark props because this isn't Hollywood.
This is Palmer Hall and Commonwealth
Hall and a few more, too, probably. This is
where the real-life card games are being
played nowadays as the card-playing trend
makes a comeback to battle boredom.
Although the stakes aren't usually very
high and sometimes nonexistent, the players don't want things getting out of control.
Randy Smoot 19, a Palmer Hall resident and undeclared student from Paris,
plays Euchre, a two two-player team card
game, twice a week. He plays in tournaments at home, he said, and when the entry
fee is $10 per team, he can and has won up
to $100.

Section
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From left to right, Paul Boggs, Jeff Kimberley, Deron Thompson and Joe Zianno test Lady Luck.

Smoot and friends in his residence hall
also play poker about once a month. He said
about seven people usually play $1 or $5
games. Smoot likes to keep the drinking at
a minimum during these games he said because,"I like to win money." He has won up
to $30 playing dealer's choice poker.
Other students play in a slightly more
relaxed atmosphere. Winning is not as important to some players.
Joe Zianno, 21, a police administration
student from Cincinnati has been playing
poker for nickels and quarters for about a
year. He and five or six friends play Jacks or
better progressive weekly, he said.
"If we're not downtown or on a date,"
Zianno said, "we play cards. The guys usually don't have dales."
The most he has ever won during one of
his weekend poker parties, he said is $3 or
$4. He plays by system, he said but also
relies on luck.
The Mafia was not present, and there
have been no raids as of yet This is still
Richmond, and no one has been gunned

'If we're not downtown
or on a date, we play
cards. The guys usually
don't have dates.'
—Joe Zianno
card player
down for cheating. As the stakes and pots
grow higher, the more keen players anticipate their rewards with cutthroat ferociousness.
Charles Robinson, 19, a police administration student from London, has been
playing poker with five or six of his friends
for two semesters. The stakes are a quarter,
he said, but he has seen the pot go up to $65
once.
Robinson mostly plays for fun, but he
still uses a system. Counting cards and es-

timating when face cards will turn up is one
trick, he said Robinson once won $12
playing seven-card stud.
"When you're down to your last $3 or
$4," he said, "you play more seriously."
Seriousness is only one side of card
playing. Many people play for the sport and
to relieve tension.
Jeff Kimberly, 22, a history major from
Louisville, plays poker every now and then
for money but usually just for relaxation.
He and his friends, when playing off campus, play seven and five-card stud for nickels, dimes and quarters.
The highest pot Kimberly remembers is
$160. he said.
When the pot gets this high, some students rely on luck to provide the golden
hand.
Dave Stanley, 19, an undeclared student
from Campbellsburg plays poker every so
often with friends who play nightly. He
plays simply by luck, he said and wins more
than he loses.
Stanley usually plays with five guys, he

said for nickels and dimes with a 50-ccnt
limit The highest winning he has seen is
$20, he said.
He has been playing dealer's choice
poker with his friends "every now and
then" for about a year.
There are still a few brave attitudes
from days gone by willing to risk a little
more change for a few extra bucks. Higherlimit games with open antes can be just the
thing for such reverends of the Old West's
prayerbook.
Jimmy Woods, 21, a police administration student from Clay County, plays poker
two or three times per week. He and six or
seven friends play with a $2 limit.
"It's supposedly for fun," he said.
Woods said it was possible to win up to
$30 per week in their games.
There are probably many other smokefilled residence hall laundry rooms echoing the aforementioned testimonies of a
guy with a dollar looking for lady luck only
to be bumped back into the shuffle, left to
read them and weep.

Parents in the classroom
Many university students juggle homework, housework
By Jennifer Ftldman
and
Tonia Nwagbo-Kpaduwa
It was 11:40 Monday morning. At
the Brockton central clearing, children and parents waited for the Kit
Carson school bus to arrive. They stood
draped in scarves and donning gloves.
Almost all — young and old alike —
carried books.
The school bus approached. Children and parents hugged each other.
"Good luck on your test," a child
told her mother before boarding the
bus.
The bus pulled away just in lime for
parents to walk to classes of their own.
Assuming the dual roles of student
and parent is like the proverbial doubleedged sword: Many students say they
enjoy being parents, but their free time,
or lack thereof, is a frustrating byproduct

"I'm glad we're still young enough
to play with him," Rick Burkhead said
of his 14-month-old son Ryan. But
Burkhead and his wife, Robyn, both
students at the university, have realized that the thrill of being young
parents is not without price.
"Money. That's important because
we're always trying. We would have
struggled for a while if it weren't for
our parents," Rick said. They're
always there to help."
A toy basketball goal stands in the
corner of the Burkhead'sone-bedroom
Brockton apartment but Ryan is not
home during the day to shoot his plastic basketball through the hoop. With
one or both parents working and in
school, finding adequate child care is
one problem student parents face.
Such was the case for Laveme
Lindsay, a freshman from Paris. Last
semester she could not find a baby
■

Robyn and Rick Burkhead play with son Ryan.

sitter early enough to watch her then
kindcrgartcn-aged daughter, Karim, so
she did what many student parents
find they must do from time to time.
Karim went to class.
"I was hurrying back with her to
catch the school bus when suddenly I
felt tensed up because of the ordeal
and angry at Karim for her inability to
catch up with me," Lindsay said. "As
I stood wailing for her, realizing that
we might miss the bus, I wanted to say,
'Why don't you hurry up, Karim?' but
I caught her eyes instead and she said,
'Mommy, I love you.' *
"That instant "Lindsay said, "my
heart melted and I muttered, 'Thank
you. Lord."'
She smiled. "Such incidents are the
reasons I enjoy being a parent and a
student I could never have asked for
anything better in life."
And while others echo that sentiment they can't deny the strains of
managing a family and a classload,
and studying becomes a whenever,
wherever activity.
At her kitchen table, next to a refrigerator laden with handmade cards
from her daughter Pam has made,
Jenny Mitchell studies after her 6y car-old goes to sleep. "I usually get to
sleep about 2 a.m.," the freshman business education major said. "Even if I
get my homework done before that"
Mitchell said organization has had
to become an essential part of her life.
"I think organization is probably
one of the most important things in
order to stay on top of things and
spend time with my daughter."
Student parents also often find they
must slip in any time they can with
their children. Mitchell reads every
night to her daughter and sometimes

Progress photo/Charlia Bofton

Jenny Mitchell and daughter Pam study together at home.
takes Pam with her to work.
"I gel to spend as much time as I
can with her that way." Mitchell said.
"I gel to play school and chalk on
the chalkboard." Pam added.
Mitchell has scheduled her classes
so that she can be home between 10:30
a.m. and 11:30 am, so she can get her
daughter ready for school and see her
off.
"That means a lot to me because
my mom was always home, and I
wanted to be home for my daughter."
Going back to school was something Mitchell has wanted to do since

I

her daughter was born, but being a
single mother (she has been divorced
for five years) she knew she would
have to wait until Pam started school.
"I think you have more of a desire
to get as far as you can, to get the most
out of school and get it done as soon as
possible.
"Once you have a child, you want
to do something to better yourself. I
hope she remembers that when it's her
time to go to college."
In fact the 6- year-old takes much
of her mother's education seriously.
"She always asks me how I do on

tests. That's her main concern. She
doesn't know what an A is, but she
thinks its neat"
Juggling a child, classes and a job
leaves little time for personal recreation, a fact many student parents can
attest to. Even activities on campus
might as well be off campus.
"They're too late." Mitchell said.
"Either that or the things for children
are in the afternoon, and I have to go U
school.
But she added: "There's really not
anything important that I want to do
that I don't."
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Arts/Entertainment
EKU SpaceForce, UK Dance
Ensemble present programs

By Sheryl Edelea
SufT writer
"Kentucky's Banjo-pickirT Girl,"
is what they used to call Lily May
Ledford.
On Wednesday, the SpaceForce
Dance Company, in cooperation with
the University Center Board, presented
a dance program titled "Lily May
Ledford: A Celebration in Dance and
Song."
The program focused on the life of
Ledford, the woman most responsible
for bringing the down-home sound of
honky-tonk music to the general public.

As a child in the Red River Gorge
area of Powell County, she hoed com
at her cousin's house and learned to
play the banjo with her 13 brothers
and sisters in her spare time.
Ledford eventually left these
humble beginnings for stardom as the
lead singer of the Coon Creek Girls,
one of the first truly successful allfemale bands. She remained active
until her death in 1985.
In its heyday, the group, which also
included her rstcr Minnie Lena, performed every week on a Chicagobased radio program. They once performed at the White House for Presi-

dent and first lady Roosevelt, and their
guests, the king and queen of England.
Wednesday's program was narrated
by Mindy Shannon of Lexington's
WLEX Channel 18. The dancers performed modem dances based on songs
and tunes for which Ledford and the
band were most famous.
The New Coon Creek Girls, including Vicki Simmons, Wanda Barnett. Annie Kaser and Deanie
Richardson, also performed during the
program.
Wednesday's program took about
four months to plan and rehearse. The
dancers included members of the
Phoenix Moving Company, a Kentucky-based dance troupe, members
of the UK Dance Ensemble, members
of SpaceForce and Dr. Paula Kopacz,
an English instructor at the university.
In conjunction with the Ledford
celebration, the John Grant Crabbe
Library is displaying through the end
ofMarch a collection of antique musiProgress photo/Randy Rosanbakw
cal instruments, provided by Currier's
Musk World of Richmond.
Let us entertain you!
In a complete change of pace, the The EKU Show Choir were part of the musical entertainment featured at the music
SpaceForce troupe will present a totally different program at 8 p.m. Thurs- department's annual scholarship dinner last Friday night in the Keen Johnson Ballroorrrday and Friday in Gifford Theater.
The program of jazz, modem and
folk dancing will include performances by company members Joni
By Susan Coleman
Stephens, Sandra Barrett-Cairo and
by Mozart's Concerto in D major, K. in musk performance, which she plan
Staff writer
guest artists.
314. The recital will end with Robert to complete during the fall semester.
Sharon Ohler will present her sec- Beaser's three "Mountain Songs," for She also serves as a graduate assistant
Stephens' choreography includes
two modem pieces and a jazz selec- ond graduate flute recital at 7:30 p.m. flute and guitar, which will feature in the musk department
tion. Barrett-Cairo's piece is based on Sunday in Gifford Theater in the Lee Miller on guitar.
After receiving the bachelor «if
Campbell Building. The recital is free
a poem, "Imagination."
Ohler will be accompanied on the musk education degree from Eastern,
Guest appearances will include and open to the public.
piano by Harriet Bromley.
Ohler, spent two years teaching vocal
The concert program features very
selections by the Phoenix Moving
Ohler, 26, is principal flutist in the and instrumental music for grades'!
Company, The UK Dance Ensemble, different works. The Baroque flute university orchestra, as well as princi- through 12 in Lewisburg, Ohio. .
and the Berea College Country Danc- repertoire is represented by Vivaldi's pal oboist in the symphonic band. She
Once she earns these two masteCi
"Winter," from "The Four Seasons," was recently a winner in the annual degrees, Ohler plans to look fcO
ers.
Phoenix will perform "Suite of Op. 8. The character of the program concerto contest sponsored by the teaching position in a high school or 9
Two," "Phoenix Rosary," and quickly shifts to the modem era with musk department. She also won the small college.
WallingfordRieggcrVDuct for Flute Kentucky Music Teachers Associa"Xavier."
Ohler especially enjoys performThe UK Dance Ensemble will per- and Saxophone." which will feature tion's woodwind auditions at More- ing the Romantk music of the 18*
form "Orchid" and, on Friday only, saxophonist Terry Max son. Ohler will head this past year.
century.
also perform "Merle Noir" by the
"Pierrot Persona Trio."
She is presently completing requireAbout the upcoming recital, Ohkr
Instructor Virginia Jinks, who has experimental composer Olivier Mes- ments for two master of musk de- said, "My performance is a product of
taught dance here since 1963, said this siaen.
grees: one in music education, which my knowledge and my heart And I
The classical era will be represented she will complete in May; and another hope that's what the people pick up.
program is a sort of farewell performance. She will retire this year.
Progress photo/Mark Cornalison
Advance tickets are $2. SO and may
Samantha Hall, a freshman from Dayton, Ohio,
be purchased by contacting the Weaver
Studio at 622-1901 or 622rehearses dance choreography for EKU Space- Dance
1887. Tickets will also be available at
Force Dance Company performances this week. the door both evenings for S3 for adults
and SI for children 12 and under.

Ohler presents graduate recital

CALLING ALL STUDENTS!
CAMPUS CONNECTION
WANTS

MM!

YOU

DOLLAR
PITCHERS 7-9

135 EAST MAUVDOWVTOWI
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FOR OUR NEW

CAMPUS BOARD
We will be selecting one member from
each fraternity and sorority and also
select four members (2 male & 2 female)
to represent the independent community.
(or GDI's)
AS A CAMPUS BOARD MEMBER
YOU WILL RECEIVE...

Mot SmtlotaSpemlsiMilht <jf

15% off anything in our store
for an entire semester!
New Associates

A
X
A

Jerry Bodner
Kevin Crowe
Greg Fister
Bryan Graiff
Charles Madjack
Jeffrey Murphy
Clinton Riley

New Initiates

Your picture displayed in our store!

Bernie Caldwell
Michael Carman
Richard Culross
Gregory Davenport
Todd Elliott
Brent Girdler
David Hall
David Howard
Michael King
Darren Muncy
Chris Nix
Robert Phillips
Scott Reed
Michael Sterrett

Your name and picture in the Progress!

wmm

CONNECTION

Congratulations to our newest honorary,
George Dean III.

Located in the Richmond Mall 623-8260

Hours Mon -Sat 10:00am -9:00pm. Sun 12:30 p.m. -6:00p m.

With the Best
>.

COME IN AND APPLY TODAY!
•

i
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Art, music should be judged by own merits
Musical training is a more potent
instrument that any other, because
rhythm and harmony find their way
into the secret places of the soul.
t
-Plato. Republic
Z To further our discussion of an and
■usic for enlightenment, I would like
feexamine some criteria for determining artistic and musical greatness.
• I think that objective criteria are
essential to any real discourse; otherWise, we would have no basis for
discussion.
In die arts, the unfortunate standard
for determining greatness is that of
popular acclaim. We can see this
happening all the time — just watch
me Grammys. What a joke! Tiffany
sold more albums this year than did
Tchaikovsky, which obviously means
that Tiffany's music is great."
Popular acclaim is an unacceptable
standard for two reasons. First, we live
MI a disposable society, which produces tons of cheap, disposable musk
and art each year that is quickly adored
— and just as quickly forgotten.
'1 Meianie, Sonny and Cher, and The

You may love her music, but she may
not love yours. Who's rifht?
I love the first nine Genesis albums
recorded between 1968 and 1976,
when Steve Hackeu and Peter Gabriel
were still in the band. I consider them
magical, wonderful and light years
above the idiotic (but hugely popular)
tunes they've done since.
In fact, if I were exiled to Mars for
life and could only take one record
along, it would be "Selling England
by the Pound," released in 1974.
I'm sure that less that a hundred
people here have ever heard that record. So, how can we decide its worth?
Is it great because Phil Todd says so?
Of course not
If we are to discuss the relative
merits of our favorite works and artists, we must find some criteria for
judging quality and greatness.
How could I convince you to listen
to this record? I could tell you that I
love it, but so what? I could do a little
name-dropping, saying that Peter
Gabriel, of "Sledgehammer" fame,
sings and plays the flute on this disc.

but that would be misleading. You
won't find any MTV fare on this jewel.
Obviously, the only way that we
can discuss different art and music is if
we rely on a general standard. We
must distinguish between what we like
(whether or not it is of any real quality)
and what we know is truly great
(whether we like it or not).
I've collected notes about quality
Phil Todd
and greatness in the arts for the past
several years from various sources —
Grass Roots were once famous pop
classes, books, magazines and interartists, but who remembers them now?
views. For the first characteristic of
Is anyone out buying Bee Gee records,
greatness, I am indebted to Dr. Ronald
or Wham! tapes anymore? Of course
Hob:, with whom I studied music
not
theory and analysis as an undergraduThese acts are as good as dead, and
ate at Asbury College.
will remain so — unless they can find
In one lecture, Holz discussed what
some other way to tickle the public
he called "seven characteristics of a
fancy, as did George Michael with his
masterpiece." He began by defining
Don Johnson makeover.
the parameters of such a discussion.
Secondly, popular appeal is so
"The assumption that there is good
highly subjective that it cannot serve
music and bad music assumes some
as a standard. Someone may love Elvis
kind of standard," he said.
— or at least say so — but does that
Hob's first characteristic of greatmean that I should, too? And what
ness states, "A musical masterpiece
about Whitney (arf! arf!) Houston?
becomes a masterpiece for musical
-tasons."
What this means is that a work that
is considered to be exceptional has
earned that distinction because of its
inner construction and not because of
any external trappings. Although the
historical significance, contextorother
outer connections may have relevance
to a piece's success, they will eventually be forgotten.
A great work will live or die on a
musical reputation based solely on
musical considerations. According to
Hob, this is why most musical masterpieces are strictly instrumental or
pure music.
Bach's Mass in B minor is great,
regardless of its function as a mass.
The same may be said of Mozart's
Requiem. likewise, "Fragile" is excellent progressive rock, regardless of
how famous the band Yes has become.
Conversely, "Bad" is not great
music, regardless of how famous Mr.
Jackson has become. "La Bamba" is
not great music, regardless of how
good or bad the movie was. Time of
My Life" isn't great, no matter how
many people saw "Dirty Dancing."
Progress photo/Jerry Crump
If we are to discuss music and art,
Steve Hood, a senior trombone player from Clay County High School, was we must do so on their own terms. If a
one of nearly 160 high school students participating in the annual Honors work is to be considered a masterpiece
even just a nice tune—it must be
Band program last weekend. Dr. Robert Hartwell, director of bands, called —or
able to stand on its own musical merit,
it a "super weekend for all the young people. They all had a good time."
and nothing else.

Off the Wall

Statner s Flozver Snap
A Matf (Dozen "Rgses "Wrapped in Paper
$1.99 ZU/cOUpon Cash n Carry
624-0198
2 r*********we*w**weG*wee«swfwc£4
■

630 <Big9ffl Avenue
\ March 9,1989

WHAT KIND OF A
NURSE WXIDwORK
ATJEMSH HDSPTTAL?
Jeuisb Hospital I'MtH Muses of the YearSusie Rhode. K \ James ford. U.S.

• They gctin-depthtrainingand
oriental ion
• They have flexible hours to
meet their needs as well as
ours
• They cn|«i\ Primary Nursing
as a patK-nt care delivery
system
• "Ihey enjoy a new incentive
program with top pay fc>r
weekday and weekend extra
hours
• Thc\ gel reimbursed for lest
fees leading to their certification in spcciali/cd areas of
nursing
• lliey have a < titKal <are
I ntcm Pn igram 10 help new
graduates dc vek ip effective
ski I Is as quickly as r» ■v.ihli

• They an- nvognized ami
rt-w jnkil liw the vital role
they play in patient cart• They enjoy a pay scale and
hem-fits that are SMImd to
none
• IIK-Vgel lull-paidproh-ssHHial
days off. plus tuition assistance
and scholarships for continuing education.
• They have a scholarship
program for nursing students
• They en)oy the support of
physicians practicing worldclass medicine- in one of the
most respected hospitals in
the nation

lf you'd like to he the kind of
nurse whi > wi Hikl wi irk at
Jewish Hospital, please call
Beverly Dunhar. K.N
11npli lyment Managcr'Nurse
Kccruilcr.at ( V»2) W-<MM9.

Jewish Hospital
21" Fa* OWIM Sow luuttnlr Immrln *W2

Monday, Feb. 13Wednesday, Mar. 8 'Refuge" art exhibit - Jack Girard, artist
Giles Gallery, Campbell Building
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
2 p.m. - 5 p.m. Sunday
Thursday, Mar. 2 and Friday, Mar. 3,8 p.m. SpaceForce Dance Company
Berea College Country Dancers
Phoenix Moving Company
UK Dance Ensemble
Gifford Theater, Campbell Building
Reservations: 622-1901 or 622-2987
$2.50 advance, $3 at the door
Saturday, Mar. 4,4 p.m. Second Annual Gospel Jubilee
EKU Gospel Ensemble
The Edwards Sisters
UK Black Voices
Saint Andrews Youth Choir
Friendship Interdenominational Choir
Model School Auditorium

Free
Saturday, Mar. 4,8 p.m. The Mary Bruce Blackburn Dance Ensemble
Music and dance production
UK Singletary Center for the Arts
Rose and Euclid, Lexington
Information: 257-4929
$4
Monday, Mar. 6,7 p.m. •
"Gandhi," Indian film
Library 108
Free
Tuesday, Mar. 7,7:30 p.m. Sharon Ohler, master flute recital
Gifford Theater, Campbell Building
Thursday, Mar. 9,7:30 p.m. Jennifer Stansbury, bachelor flute recital
Gifford Theater, Campbell Building
* To post A&E events, call 622-1872 or 622-1882

Little Professor
Book Centers

10%OFF
Anything in Store!

am Notes. Posters.
Special orders by phone.

(Except Magazine, With Coupon)
Not good with any other special

Wide selection of magazines.
Wide selection of all categories of books.

We help you find books you love.
Richmond Mall
6234)622

Little Professor Book Centers
Expires 5/30/89

ftfygywvi>

Jewish Hospital

The lx si that's
what'And here
are a few of the
"qualities' all
(Mir nurses enjoy Not that
we couldn't say mote. But we
think this sht >uld give yt HI a
pretty good idea of how much
we think of them.

I

A&E Calendar
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Fedo's
Italian
Restaurant

The
Family

<?y

Dog
WHAT A DEAL!

rFREEXDMlSSfON
■ Bring this coupon to FEDO'S
■ when you eat & we will stamp
I it for Free admission to
S The Family Dog!

YOU WONT EVEN HAVE TO WAIT IN LINE!
Good Tonight Only - (3-2-89)

Must present coupon & EKU ID.

& If You're Not Hungry
" "SO* OFF ADMISSION"
Receive 50$ off admission
when you bring this coupon
and present your EKU IJ).
Good Tonight Only - (3-2-89)

•Si

\

Must present coupon & EKU ID.
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Activities
Greeks concerned about grades
By Susan Coleman
Staff writer
The non-Greek student body and
the Greek student body arc not that
different when it comes to grades.
While the overall GPA for non-Greeks
was 2.60 for full-time students, the
overall Greek GPA was 2.59.
The fraternities and sororities on
campus are taking a closer look at
their grade point averages, as some of
the Greeks' averages have fallen below the standards set by their individual chapters.
Hayward M. "Skip" Daugherty,
dean of student services, said in the
fall semester that Alpha Delta Pi sorority had the highest GPA, which was
2.8, and Beta Thcta Pi fraternity had
the highest GPA among fraternities
with a 2.5.
The lowest overall average GPA
for the sororities was 1.65, and the
lowest for the fraternities was a GPA
of 1.58. The highest overall average
GPA of the sororities was 2.629, and
the highest average GPA for the fraternities was 2.38.
"The national regions require a

minimum grade point average,"
Daugherty said. "If they go below a
certain grade point average, they go
on probation. The nationals usually
give them two semesters to get their
grades back up to their standards,
which are generally different."
He also stressed that the falling
grade point averages do not make for
a crisis situation because the difference is usually only hundredths of a
point.
"From our studies, we found that
the last couple of semesters, there have
been a trend for the grades to drop a
little bit. We are concerned; we're
looking at it," Daugherty said.
"We're looking at what kind of an
educational program they have for
study halls, study habits, priorities —
arc they spending too much lime socializing?
"The fraternities and sororities arc
based on academic, social and service,
not in that order, but that's part of the
three things that all of them have.

average well above the campus average. They all vary with each organization, probably 2.5 and up."
The various fraternities and sororities have different ways of either helping to raise the grade point averages of
their members or maintaining the high
grades.
"We have mandatory study hours
if your GPA from last semester was
(under) a 3.0," said Kristy Nolan, president of the university's Alpha Delta Pi
chapter.
Nolan said her chapter tries to recognize the positive instead of the
negative, regarding help given for
those with low grade point averages.
"We have contests to see who the
most improved is. We put a dime in a
jar for classes missed. We have all
kinds of incentives. Each week we
recognize the freshman, sophomore,
junior or senior with the highest
grades," Nolan said.

"We've had the highest chapter
GPA consistently for the past two
"Almost every one of them have years," she added.
that in their ideals. Most of their naAnother incentive for high grade
tionals require them to maintain an point averages for all fraternities and

sororities comes at the end of the
semester.
Each semester, a plaque or trophy
is given to the Greek organization that
raises the most money for a philanthropy and has the best sports record,
best leadership and highest GPA.
Joe Michalek, president of the university's chapter of Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity, said, "We've had quite a bit
of problems with it this year."
Michalek said his fraternity has
started a few ideas in order to help
achieve higher grade point averages.
"What we have implemented is we
pair people up," Michalek said. "We
pair people with the lowest GPA up
with a person with the highest GPA.
and the pair with the highest GPA at
the end of the semester might get a
certain amount off of their dues."
According to Daugherty, the falling grade point averages of the Greeks
should not be viewed differently from
the falling grade point averages of the
general student body.
"Basically, you can compare the
problems of the fraternities and sororities, which are the same as the
general students'," he said.

Cycling Club ready for competition
By Ken Holloway
Activities editor
Lee Lewis just keeps rolling along
— no matter what happens.
"It is a dangerous sport. People
crash all of the lime when competing
in races. 1 crashed in a race this past
summer, and I fractured my wrist,"
said Lewis, co-captain of the university's Cycling Club.
Strategics for competition include
having the fastest break-away rider
pull away from the pack while his
teammates block any surge by opposing riders.
"Usually when you go into a race,
you have a team captain or somebody
you see as a little bit fitter or little bit
above the other riders in terms of endurance, and so you try to protect this
person so that person can win the race
at the end," Lewis said.
Lewis said other tactics, which the
club will be learning, include wheel-

ing in and breakaways, maneuvering
in the pack, blocking and drafting.
The club is open to students who
like to ride and want to leam training
techniques for races and more about
the equipment they are using or should
be using.
Members try to ride at least 150
miles each week. Although training
for a competition raises that distance
to 1,000 miles weekly.
The Cycling Club completed its
first competition this past weekend in
Clarksville, Ind., with the accumulated points going toward an overall
district total.
At the end of the season, the teams
with the most points will qualify to
participate in the collegiate championship in Colorado Springs, Colo.
If the university's team does not
qualify, individual leam members who
have enough points may participate in
the championship.

ADVENT

,.nc

SCREEN PRINTING AND
ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES
ATTENTION
FRATS.
SORORITIES.
SOCIAL GROUPS. GDIS!
WE
SCREE N PRINT
T-SHIRTS. JACKETS.
MUGS. BUTTONS!
ANY ITEM WITH YOUR NAME & LOGO'

217 S. PORTER DRIVE

'It is a dangerous sport. People crash all of the
time when competing in races. I crashed in a race
this past summer, and I fractured my wrist.'
-Lee Lewis
. Lewis said the club currently has
between 15 to 20 members, and eight
of the members will actually be competing in the races. But he said only the
top lour riders from a team can receive
points during the collegiate competitions.
Before any club members may
compete, they first have to get approval from Lewis and Steve Anderson, co-captain of the club. Lewis
became co-captain of the team after
transferring from the University of
Kentucky in the fall.
"If they are interested in racing, we
try to take them out and go riding with
them to see what kind of equipment

they have because we don't want to
send anybody out to a race who is
really not prepared for it," Lewis said.
There are no membership dues, but
expenses for equipment and traveling
are high, according to Lewis.

Anderson's

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING

Intramural Basketball Top 10
Men
1. Posse on Broadway
2. Wolves
3. Untouchables
4. Border Patrol
5. Team Adidas
6. Rebels
7. Sigma Pi'A'
8. World Premier
9. Skid Row
10. Thoroughbreds

Women

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Jammers
Nit Whits
Outlaws
B.S.U Women
Sassies
Lambda Chi Lit' Sis
Hookers
Hoopsters

Lewis said he and Anderson have
spent over $1,400 each for the pur- Playoffs to begin
chase of their bikes and other equipThe intramural department will begin its single elimination basketball
ment for it.
tournament Wednesday evening at the Weaver gym. Ten independent teams,
10 housing teams, four fraternities will compete for the championship while
"It's been proven scientifically that sororities and independent teams will compete in the other division.
cyclists and marathon runnersareabout
The championship games will be held March 15 with both the men and
the most fit athletes in the world today women winning teams receiving shirts and basketballs from the intramural
as far as being in pure aerobic fitness," department and shirts from Coors Beer distributor.
Lewis said.

Are you ready to shed
your Winter clothes
this Spring
Break?
/
only $2.00
For One
Tanning Visit!

623-1111

Proflr M hoto/Ma,k
Modeling the fashions!
' e
■■■**
Karen White, left, and Lisa Davenport, both members of Pi
Beta Phi sorority, demonstrated swimsuits at the spring
fashion show sponsored by the Richmond Mall.

HAIR ON MANE

130 E. Main St.

623-2300

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Buy One Pizza

Get One
Free
"with this coupon
Expires 3-15-89
Two Slices
With One Topping
and Med. Drink
$250
'with this coupon
Expires 3-15-89

Call Ahead Orders
Carry Out Service
Richmond Mall Food Court 623-0556

COUPON

COUPON

COUPOi

COUPON

CORPS

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without
obligation
You'll develop the discipline,
confidence, and decisiveness it takes to
succeed in any career. And you'll qualify
to earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies.

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOO CAN TAKE.

Contact Captain Hillard
Begtey515 1206

± HOLLYWOOD W*LK OF F*ME
JEYEWEAR COLLECTION PRESENTS
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

* ELIZABETH TAYLOR * BURT REYNOLDS *
* CYBILL SHEPHERD w SYLVESTER STALLONE •
* LINDA EVANS *
These are among the brightest stars immortalized by the
Walk of Fame And now Hollywood Walk of Fame Eyewear
has created styles that capture the romance, glamour and
excitement that their names represent
Go ahead. Try them on. Glance in the mirror. That sound
you hear in the back of your head is called applause

THE HOLLYWOOD W*LK OF F*ME
EYEWEAR COLLECTION
The fantasy you touch with your eyes

A portion of the proceeds from
this product goes to the Hollywood
Chamber of Commerce for the
ongoing maintenance of the
Hollywood Wafc of Fame
A special thank you to the
celebrities who have helped make
this possible
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Pi Kappa Alpha will selecttheir
new 'Dream Girl' Tuesday

Rv Beth
R#th Ann Mo..
n..
By
Mauney
Staff writer
"I couldn't believe it! I just stood
there for a minute, and somebody had
to tell me it was me," said Lori Linville. the 1988 Pi Kappa Alpha Dream
Girl.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity sponsors its Dream Girl Pageanteach spring
during Pike's Peak Week.
Pike's Peak Week is a week in
which Pikes celebrate their brotherhood, raise money for their philanthropy — Big Brothers of America—
and increase campus awareness for
their fraternity.
Thebiggesteventof the week is the
Dream Girl Pageant in which 12
women are chosen, one being the
Dream Girl, to be pictured on the Pi
Kappa Alpha calendar. The calendar
is supported and paid for by the advertising of local merchants.
Linville, a junior marketing major
from Berca, said she decided to be in
the pageant last year because she
thought it would be a good experience
and a good way to represent her sorority, Chi Omega.
"You get a lot of flowers. You also
get to know the Pike chapter. It was a
good feeling to be chosen the Dream
Girl." Linville said.
The 1989 Dream Girl Pageant will
be held Tuesday night in Brock Auditorium. Thirty women have been selected from screenings held last week
based on looks, personality and poise
to vie for the title of Pi Kappa Alpha
Dream Girl.
The pageant is good public relations for the fraternity, but it is also a
good experience for the women, ac-

*

Competing tO DO the best!

Progress photo/Jerry Crump

From left to right.Tirn Wimbley, Jessie Small, Michelle Estelle and William Smith
performed a musical skit during the Zeta Phi Beta sorority h/p sync contest at the Pearl
Buchanan Theather in the Keen Johnson Building Saturday. The contest is usually one
of the most popular events hosted by the sorority during their special week.

Campus clips
Progress illustration/Chartos Lister

cording to Dan Osbome, coordinator
of this year's pageant and vice president of the fraternity.
"So far, the sorority interest has
been pretty even. We also have a few

independents that tried out," Osbome
said.
The Dream Girl represents the fraternity in homecoming and rush functions.

The executive board will not only
By Sheryl Edelen
Staff writer
try lo improve the Greeks' relations
Declining grades of Greeks and with each other, but with the indelow recruitment numbers of Greek or- pendents and the residents of the city
ganizations are two points of empha- of Richmond as well. One way the orsis for the newly elected Interfrater- ganization hopes to achieve this is by
nity Council officers.
holding a clean-up week for the comDuran Hall, IFC president, sees munity in which the campus fraterniraising grades along with better rela- ties participate.
"The fraternities as a whole will
tions between the fraternities on camand do work together, but sometimes
pus as some of his duties.
don't get a chance lo work as much as
Mark Meyers, IFC second vice they should. They need to work more
president, will be in charge of han- as a whole instead of separate entidling public relations and controlling ties," Meyers said.
the business end of the weekly execuAnother goal of the new IFC cabitive meetings. But he will also be in net is to increase the Greek numbers
charge of the development of pro- on campus by sending out mailers to
grams designed to boost the fraterni- students and encouraging them lo inties'grades.
vestigate Greek life.
KAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA

Scholarship available

The William Knapp Scholarship
will be awarded to a junior student
majoring in psychology. The student
must have at least a 3.0 GPA through
the end of the first semester of the
junior year. Evidence of financial need
will be a factor in selection. The award
of $500 to be used for registration fees
will be awarded to an upper-division
student for use in the senior year. Applications arc available in the psy"We want to make them more a ware chology department office in Room
of opportunities that we have to of- 102 of the Cammack Building. Deadfer." said Sieve Silvers, IFC first vice line for applications is March 10.
president.
As fust vice president. Silvers' Counselors needed
Upward Bound is taking applicaresponsibilities involve the organization of Greek rush, approving signs tions for tutor counselors until March
related to Greek rush and speaking to 10. Applications may be picked up in
freshman orientation groups during Room 500 of the Bcglcy Building.
Applicants must have a minimum GPA
the summer.
of 2.5. The program will run from
For IFC treasurer Bill Bell, the plans June 4 through July 15. For more inof rush haven't had much to do with
formation, call 622-1080.
the changes he plans for his office.

New IFC officers ready to take
on challenges ahead of them

For Pat Hatfield, IFC secretary,
the changes in vol ve a simple "straightening up" of his office.
"We need to get a little more organized and get some of the smaller fraternities noticed," Hatfield said.
KA
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The *Kgppa *DeCta sorority is proud cf
its sister, Veronica *Dazon 9iensCey,
Miss 2(entucfy USA, for her outstanding
participation and representation in the
1989 Miss USA "Pageant that was held in
Mobile, Alamaba on Jebruary 28,1989.
|C^ICAKAICAlCAlCAlCAlCAt<AlUKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA
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Scholarship offered

CHAT line offered

Phi Delta Kappa is planning to
award two SI 25 scholarships to graduate students who have been enrolled
full time both semesters of the 198889 academic year. For details and applications, call Eloisc Warming at 6221057. Applications can be picked up
in Room 132 of the Wallace Building
no later than March 15, and the deadline for applications is March 29 at
4:30 p.m.

The university CHAT line service
is available for the campus to use.
People looking for information or just
someone to talk to, can call 622-2428,
"CHAT," between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m.

Program available
The Madison County Comprehensive Care Center is offering a program
for the treatment on co-dependency.
The program is designed for individuals who need and want to improve
their sense of well-being. The program will last for eight weeks and
meets on Monday from 5:30 p.m. lo 7
p.m. The program began Tuesday.
For more information, call Glenda or
Dottie at 623-9367.

Concert to be performed
The Richmond Choral Society will
present its annual spring concert at 3
p.m. March 12 in the sanctuary of
Richmond's First Baptist Church.

Ensemble to perform
The university gospel ensemble
will be presenting its Second Annual
Gospel Jubilee at 4 p.m. Saturday at
Model Laboratory School. Admission
is free.

Hostesses needed
Applications for football hostesses
for the 1989-90 season can be picked
up in Room 500 of the Begley Building. For more information, call Charlotte Tanara at 622-1080.

__
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Sports
Wagstaff
5-0 in
spring play

Two university tennis players
thrive off living in limelight

Colonels chalk
up two more
By Jeff Check
Contributing writer

The university's women's tennis
team continued to roll this past weekend as the Colonels upped their record
to 7-1 with wins over Ohio University
(6-3) and Ohio Valley Conference
rival Middle Tennessee Slate University (8-10) on the Greg Adams courts.
The Lady Colonels got a strong
performance from Nikki Wagstaff.
Wagstaff at No. 1 singles won two
three-set matches.
Wagstaff is undefeated in the spring
at 5-0 and has since improved her
record to 10-4.
Wagstaff dropped the first set in
both of her matches, winning 6-7,6-0,
6-4 against Ohio University's own
Cindy Fieglcr and 4-6,6-2,64 against
Middle Tennessee's Lorinda Weiss.
They both were very good wins,"
Coach Sandy Martin said. "The win
against Middle Tennessee was big
because it helps in the seeding for the
OVC tournament.
"Middle brought in two new players at No. 1 and 2, and they arc going
Progress photo/Mark Cornslison
to be pretty good in another month."
Also playing well for the Colonels Pam Wise toweled off between games last week.
was Joanne Dilanni, who won both of
The Colonels will be out of action
The university will first do bailie on
her matches in two sets at No. 2 singles. for the next two weeks and will not Friday at 9 a.m. against Ferris Stale
Pam Wise split both of her matches. play again until March 17, in Cookcv- University. A few hours later, the
Wise, playing at No. 3 singles lost a illc, Tcnn., against Tennessee Tech Colonels will be back on the court
marathon two setter to Ohio's Kelly Slate University.
again as they conclude the day with a
Archibald 6-1,6-3 but bounced back
The university's men's tennis team 6 p.m. match with Bcllarmine Colto pick up a three-set win against won for the fifth time this past week as lege.
Middle Tennessee.
The Colonels will then be back in
the Colonels blanked visiting TransylAt No. 4 and S singles Tina Cate vania University 9-0.
action Saturday as they play CedarviUe
and Tina Peruzzi won both of their
The Colonels, playing at Greg College of Ohio at 6 p.m.
matches.
On Sunday the Colonels finish the ir
Cate needed three sets to take both Adams courts, were only tested at the four-game matchup with Lincoln
wins as she improved her season's No. 1 doubles position as the team of Memorial College with the action
Duanc Lundy and Jeff Moe needed lo
record lo 68 and 5 I in the spring.
beginning at 1:30 p.m.
In doubles action, the Colonels come from behind to win in three sets
"We are playing a lot of no-name
4-6,6-1,7-S
lo
improve
its
record
to
3continued to impress winning five of
opponents
this weekend that can beat
six contests with the only loss coming 2.
you," Higgins said.
"It was a match we were expected
at the hands of Ohio University.
And the opposition will be a tough
Peruzzi and Kerri Barnctt fell at to win, and we did," Coach Tom Hig- task for the young Colonels. Ferris
gins said on his learns performance. State is ranked in the top ten in DiviNo. 3. losing 1-6.6-0.7-6.
"We had some excellent wins as
The nextchallenge for the Colonels sion II. Cedarville and Lincoln are
we showed a lot of poise and determi- comes this weekend as the men look to ranked in the lop 20 in Ihe NAIA.
nation, and that is good to see this improve on their 5-2 record. The ColoAll matches will be played at Greg
nels will host five indoor matches.
early in the season," Martin said.
Adams Tennis Center.
^♦♦♦♦■* *
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By RUM Cassidy
Staff writer
Being on lop of a sport or profesThey have both put in a lot of work and time to get
sion has its advantages like honor,
where
they are today, and that is a credit to them.'
respect and notoriety. But being the
—Tom Higgins
best is also accompanied with the
pressure of remaining No. 1.
However, Duanc Lundy and Todd
Carlisle, university men's tennis learn's
"Money seems to follow tennis," ders as being the team leaders.
top two seeds, wouldn't trade being
"We set the trend for the match
Lundy
said. "But touring during the
one and two for anything because they
know what it's like lower in the lineup. summer is an incredible learning ex- because we usually play first" CarLundy, the top seed, was playing in perience. I rubbed elbows with (Mats) lisle said.
"One of us usually has lo win our
the sixth position last year. Carlisle. Wilandcr and hit with John McEnroe's brother, so you can learn a lot" matches for Ihe learn lo be successNo. 2, was in the fourth sloe
Carlisle plans to join Lundy on the ful,''Lundy said.
But hard work and endless hours on
But no mailer what they learn by
(he court have boosted the two to the circuit next summer after graduation.
He later hopes lo teach tennis at a being on the court, they both agree and
top this season.
"They have both come a long way country club.
live by Higgins' simple philosophy:
Til try it and see how it goes," "Here at the university, you are stuand made improvements since they
were freshmen," said Coach Tom Carlisle said. "You get one time in dents first and athletes second."
Higgins. "They have both put in a lot your life that you get to try something
"College is a return investment on
of work and time to get lo where they at a professional level. If you don't society," Carlisle said. "I'm just lucky
are today, and that is a credit to them. give it a shot, you will be kicking to be playing tennis while I go to
"They are not at their peaks cither. yourself in the bua for the rest of your school. If I didn \ I probably go crazy
They can be as good as they want to be; life."
from boredom."
it just takes hours."
Lundy and Carlisle's relationship
"Yeah," Lundy said. "Let's get Ihe
Lundy and Carlisle have put in the ir doesn't stop on the court, even if things
people who are here just to play sports
share of hours over the years since become heated between them.
starting the sport about the age of 13.
"He knows how I play, and I know out of here."
Both are Ohio natives. Carlisle how he plays," both men said.
Both credit Higgins as being a large
comes from Cincinnati and Lundy from
pan of their success.
"But during challenges (where Ihe
Wilmington, where his father is the
"He's a father/good-friend type of
men's tennis coach at Wilmington learn competes for the lop spots) there person," Lundy said. "He wants us to
College. Both credit their families for is a lot of tension between us. We're realize that tennis is just a small part of
yelling things across the net at each life."
getting them into the sport
"Both of our fathers are pretty ac- other," Carlisle said. "But later, after
Carlisle also said Higgins is always
complished tennis players," Carlisle it's over, he will call or I'll call him to there for them and the team to talk
go out that night and we sit around and
said.
about school or personal problems.
So tennis isn't just a sport to Car- laugh at the way we acted. We try to
leave it on the court"
"I try to deal with them as people.''
lisle and Lundy; it's a way of life.
"It's very much a social sport," said
According to Higgins, Lundy and Higginsssaid. "If something's botherCarlisle, a IUW. t ar senior business- Carlisle are the backbone of the team ing them or I'm irritating them, I want
insurance major. "You can make a lot not just because of their play but for them to come to me and tell me what
of good contacts in this sport that could their ability lo provide leadership.
it is. I'm a firm believer in going to the
benefit you later on after graduation."
"They lead by example," Higgins source of the problem."
Lundy. a sophomore majoring in said. "They provide good work ethics
The one thing that Higgins takes
real estate, has already made some that sets the example for ihe younger the most pride in is his players who
contacts by touring last summer on the kids."
graduate. Many find jobs in ihe tennis
pro circuit, which allows for qualifyCarlisle and Lundy also know the industry, while others become sucing for major tournaments.
responsibility they have on their shoul- cessful business men.
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Colonels lose last road games

Track team
places 2nd
inOVC
Championship
By John R. WiUUnuo*
CootritMrtiai writer
The university's men's and
women's track teams caponed five
first-place finishes in last weekend's
Ohio Valley Conference Championship.
Lisa Malloy won the mile run with
a time of 4 minuses, 57 seconds and the
3,000-meter run with a 9:56.4 clocking.
Senior Robin White placed first in
the 55-yard hurdles in 8.17 seconds.
Overall the women's team had a
second place finish with a score of 56
points. The women were only 25 points
behind Murray StateUniversity with a
score of 81.
"We did not enter anyone in any
field events," Coach Rick Erdmann
said.
"We had a score of only three points
after the field category. This put us at
a disadvantage, which, if we had participated, would have made us more
competitive for Murray," Erdmann
said.
Other top finishers for the university were Janet McKechnic who placed
third in the shot put with a put of 38
feet, 3 inches; Michelle Westbrook
who ran second in the 55-yard hurdles;
and Twynette Wilson who ran third in

Progress photo/Bill Lackey

All tuckered out.
the 800-meters.
Also running for the Colonels was
Dana Petty, who ran second in the 200meiers (24.95). Allison Kotouch ran
second in the 3.000-meters. sporting a
10.12 finish.
The men's mile relay team comprised of Mike Carter. Ed Lartey, Andrew Page and Larry Hart finished
first with a time of 3:15.4. Carter also
ran ihe 400-meters and clocked 48.6
seconds, good enough to take first
place.
Hart, Page and junior Jeff Williams
each captured second place in their individual events
The next scheduled meets for the
Colonels is the Hoosier Hills Class in
Bloomington, Ind, Friday and the
Florida Last Chance Meet in
Gainesville, Fla., Saturday.

By Jeffrey Ncwtoa
«o be Ihefinishing point for the young
Sports editor
squad.
Two road games took their loll on
Austin Peay finished third in the
Max Good's youngest team ever as the OVC standings with a lonely 8-4 conColonels went down twinging to end ference record. Peay will face Tennesthe regular season with a 6-21 record see Slate in the first round.
Monday night at Austin Peay Slate
The win was the second of the seaUniversity,
son for Austin Peay over the Colonels.
The Colonels will try to rally SaturKeith Rawls sank 25 points for
day night at 7:30 against Morehead Austin Peay to lead his team in scorSuue University in the first round of ing. Javin Johnson. LaMonle Ware
the Ohio Valley Conference playoffs, and Donald Tivis all added 12 points
to39miiuitesofplaymgtime. senior lo boost the Governors over the hump.
DarrinO'Bryantmanaged 16pointsto
For the Colonels, freshman Kirk
lead iheColoneU on the night in scor- Greathouse nailed 13 points before
ing. But it wasn't enough; the Colo- fouling out of the game. Mike Davis
nels were blasted 89-63 in front of had 12, and Mike Smith hit for nine
3321 fans in Austin Peay's Dunn points. Duluan Smith had six points.
Center and were sent home with a 4-8 and senior Jerry Goodin squeaked in
conference record.
five, all on free throws.
The Colonels now rank fifth in the
TI»universityshot43rjercentfrom
OVC. a ranking predicted by confer- the floor (20-47) on the night
ence coaches at the start of ihe season
Austin Peay shot considerably bet-

Clemson Tigers, while 11 others were
ranked in the top 50 before play began.
Tournament play was scheduled to
begin Friday, but Smither said when
the team arrived, the course was covered with 3 inches of snow.
Consequently, the first round of the
tournament was canceled.
When first-round play began Saturday, the players faced a 20-below
wind chill factor and a partially snowcovered course.
As expected after the first round of
golf, the team from Clemson held a
four- stroke lead on the North Carolina Tar Heels, followed by the South
Carolina Gamecocks.
The teams took to ihe course on
Sunday for the second round of the
tournament facing milder weather in
themid-50s.
When the final putt was in the cup,
the Clemson Tigers dominated the rest
of the field with a combined score of
559. one under the 560 par for the
course. The Tigers closest competition came from South Carolina who
finished 11 strokes above par with a

points, almost as many points as she
entire Colonel team.
Chris Ogden added 10 paints for
the Racers.
The Colonels were led by Davis'18
points Davis was 6-8 from the field.
Smith had 14 points, and O'Bryant
nailed 13. Murray shot 58 percent from
the field as the university could only
manage 44.
In most games this season, 44 percent would have been good enough to
win, but Saturday the Racers hit 34 of
their 59 attempted shots and buried the
Colonels.
The game was over early, the Racers acquired a 19-point edge with more
than 10 minutes to go in the opening
half.
At the end of the first half, ihe
Racers led by 32 points with the score
61-29. Total attendance for the night
was estimated at 4.550.

Inman ends first season as coach
By Toot Puckett
Staff writer
Fust-year Lady Colonels head
coach Larry Inman has taken over the
reigns of a 6-20 team and turned them
so far around, players and coaches
involved in the changes are dizzy.
The Lady Colonels finished the
season with a win Monday night lo end
their season with a 12-14 record overall and 5-7 in the Ohio Valley Confer-

Golf team played tourney in snow
By Clint Riley
Staff writer
The university's golf team began
its 1989 spring season this past weekend at the snow-covered Palmetto
Classic golf tournament in San tee, S.C.,
against an 18-team field of the nation's top-ranked college golf learns.
And according to Colonels' golf
coach Lew Smither, the learn is balanced and is playing extremely well at
this early portion of the season.
'•This probably is the strongest start
in the spring we've had since I've been
here," Smither said.
Smither and five of the Colonels'
top golfers made ihe trip to South
Carolina.
Two senior players, AU-OVC
player Fred Mattingly and Richard
Quicros led their younger teammates,
junior Andy Plummer, sophomore Joe
Lozina and freshman R.C. Chase, to a
13th place finish in the tournament.
Seven of the teams in the tournament were ranked in the top 20 college
golf teams, including the top-ranked

ter at 52 percent.
The Govs controlled the tempo from
start to finish, leading by a* many as
17 points early in the game. The Colonels were down by 12 points at half.
Theclosest the university ever came
was 10 points (40-30), with more than
17 minutes to go. But Austin Peay
went on a 18-6 run over the course of
ihe next several minutes.
The Governors pulled their lead up
to 27, and Nate Jones hit a layup with
7 seconds lo go to give Ihe Governors
the final margin of victory.
•••
Murray Stale led by as many as 36
points over the Colonels. The Colonels never led and went down 97-66 to
the Racers.
Murray was led in scoring by Ihe
conference powerhouse Jeff Martin
and Don Mann who combined for 61

571.
Marshall University tied the Colonels' 13th place finish with a combined score of 609.
The team's strong finish came without Steve Smitha who was an AllOVC player last year, John Diana and
Tom Klenke who were lost lo graduation.
The Colonels are made up of 12
freshmen, four sophomores, three
seniors and one junior.
"We're a very young team. But I
believe we have the balarfce," Smither
said. "By the tournaments we've
played, I feel we have a stronger team
this year than last year."
Smither said the race for the Ohio
Valley Conference golf crown is even
this early in the season, but he said the
Colonels have a good shot at it. The
Colonels have finished second in the
conference the last two years, following a five-year grasp on the OVC golf
title.
"We're tired of playing the bridesmaid," Smither said.

ence, giving the Lady Colonels and
And so Inman returned to coachInman two times the amount of wins ing, inheriting a Lady Colonels team
than last year's squad.
that had lost the top two scorers and reAlthough the women's haikrihatl bounders off last year's team.
team has struggled through 55 losses
The task of converting this trouband two coaching changes in three led team into a Division I competitor,
seasons, Inman, 40, has said he intends Inman said, is well-suited to his perto turn the learn into one capable of sonality: "All successful people have
winning 20 games
a certain way of looking at things It's
That type of optimism might seem like playing a game of golf. The loser
surprising, given the Lady Colonels' always sees the traps, and the winner
track record. Inman, however, is a man is always trying to figure out how to
who has done surprising things before. get around them."
In 1986, following an eight-year
Sitting in his steam y office after the
career at Middle Tennessee Stale final game this season, Inman said his
University that established the Lady players have matured since he took the
Raiders as a perennial OVC power, helm. And getting players lo mature,
Inman switched streams.
he said, involves more than basketball
Taking a position as an accountant fundamentals.
at a Tennessee trucking firm, he said
"I don't really see myself as a disgoodbyeMii.coaching position that cipUlulruini- ^ sai± "I regard myself
■•* X"?^ »™Jfo* "k^-""00 asan individual who loves the players
?W'gftM0yS..lgl!F*** anduVgametf basketball, wholoves
four OVC Coach of the Year awards £ fee«J ^ saccca, ^ ^ bcing
arid zero losing seasons.
abk lo share success with others."
"Iweniu^hacoachsbrniout
A aimaround for ^ j^y colotypeof thmg," Inman said. "I feUhke ^ Inman ^ wm
^ m „.
I'd built a successful team at MTSU. m^m recruiti ^^
but we had an adnumsuauon that
»Our goal here is to get the type of
wasnttotaUy«)mjnitted.
college players capable of ptaying on
Inman said the lure of tag rcsponsi this level. Then we want to teach them
bUities-andbigpaychecks—jhOM uplands of mings that willmake them
him to makethe career change. Iwas jucccsrful, both on and off the courtbetter off fuumcuu^y than I ve ever
inn^ said he credits his parents
been." he said. "But after a while, the for baching him a strong work ethic,
money didn't seem as important, which has carried him to his own sueSomething was missing.
I guess the bottom line was,'What
purpose am I serving, other than feed- OUR
DOGS
ing my family?' When I die, I want lo
be able to think that I've helped hundreds, even thousands of young people
to improve their lives."
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Larry Inman
cesses in coaching and in life.
"If you work for someone, you
give them a full day's work, and if you
play basketball for someone, you give
them a sincere effort at reaching your
highest potentials."
In spile of Ihe double-digit win
column, Inman describes his team's
performance this season as a transitional stale, the low-water mark on a
rising tide.
"My vision for Ihe program here at
Eastern is lo see a packed house full of
people believing in these players the
way I do, loving them for what they do
and how they represent this univerat
j"
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British boxer proves to be
easy TKO for champ Tyson

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Bombs away!
Don Wachsmith lets one fly during practice this week. The Colonels missed theirdouble
headers with Ohio State University last weekend due to ailing weather conditions. They
were back in action yesterday with Georgetown College, but scores were unavailable
at press time.

Lady Colonels end season 12-14
By Jeffrey Newton
go to the players themselves.
Sports editor
Players like Cheryl Palmer, LaAlthough the Lady Colonels won Tonya Fleming, Kelly Cowan, Tina
their final regular season game over Recce and Angic Cox all had a big part
Austin Pcay State University 90-89 in the success of this season's team.
Monday, there won't be a postseason
Several weeks ago. Cox said her
tournament berth for Coach Larry main goal was to have a winning seaInman in his rookie season.
son; by that she meant winning more
But postseason rankings and Ohio than SO percent of the team's games.
VaUey Conference standings do not a But success isn't measured by wins
successful season make.
and losses alone.
Rather the success of the Lady
On the court, the women played
Colonels must be judged on history— hard down to the last minutes, Inman
recent history.
saying they were diving on the court
Last year the Lady Colonels trudged for loose balls in the final game. Off
along winning a dismal six games and the court, all season long they held
losing an atrocious 20.
their heads up talking to reporters after
This season the Lady Colonels, close losses.
although ending the season with a
They lost 14 games, but more
losing record of 12-14, still managed importantly they won the respect of
to win twice the amount of games last many administrators and fans who
year's team could muster. In the con- knew the university's program was
ference, the Lady Colonels were 4-7. less than perfect.
But many of the Lady Colonels'
Inman seems happy with what his
games were close, really close. They team has accomplished this season;
lost several of their games in the clos- this coming from a man who never
ing moments, several of those games had a losing season in his years at
to teams like the University of Ken- Middle Tennessee State University;
tucky. With the tick of the clock or the this coming from a man who bums
bounce of a loose ball, the season sta- with sweat after a close, crushing detistically could be even better than it feat; this from a man who has the nowas.
ticeable intensity of Mark Gastineau.
Much of the credit for the turnAfter weathering the stormy seas
around of a stagnated program has to of his first losing season, Inman

manged to salvage a degree of optimism about his club's prospects for
the future.
"I really felt like we could have
done better, but I'm pleased," he said.
"We've really come a long way in the
course of one season.''

Murray beats
Colonels 101-63
The Lady Colonels were defeated
101-63 at Murray State University
Saturday.
La Tonya Fleming led the Colonels
with 14 points, eight of which came in
the first half.
But Fleming and Kelly Cowan were
the only Colonels in double figures.
The Lady Racers had four players
in double figures to help crush Coach
Larry Inman's team.
The loss signified the seventh conference loss for the Colonels on the
season.
Three players fouled out for the
Colonels.
They shot41 percent from the field.
Murray shot S1 percent and were 3977 from the field.
Attendance for the game was estimated at 900.
Murray ended the regular season
19-7.

If you don't have the Home Box
Office cable channel, you missed a
Lulu of a brawl Saturday night when
the undisputed, untouchable, unbelievable "Iron" Mike Tyson pummelled
England's very own Frank Bruno.
It lasted a mere five rounds. Those
who missed the fight missed Tyson's
return to the ring after a rather frantic
several months in which Tyson battled
with his ex-wife Robin Givens more
than he did any of his opponents.
With two co-trainers in his comer
for the first time, many thought Tyson
could be defeated. He fired longtime
friend and trainer Kevin Rooney after
Rooney commented on his marriage
with Givens.
But now Tyson is divorced, and it
was apparent to all watching that he
can perform best when he is on the
ropes.
In the first round, Tyson knocked
Bruno down only 20 seconds into the
fight. A grazing right hand on the top
of Bruno's head sent Bruno down
briefly and brought the Las Vegas
crowd to its feet. Nobody would doubt
Tyson's return to the ring after that
"How dare they challenge me with
their primitive skills."Tyson said after
the fight.
A little cocky but quite true. Tyson
won every round with Bruno losing a
point from the scorecard in the first
round.
There was a moment when Bruno
let Tyson know he had come to win
and not just fall down for his cool $3.8
million paycheck. It was also in the
first round Bruno landed a hard left
hand, wobbling the champ a wee bit.
But it wasn't enough.
By the end of the fourth round,
Bruno, although in excellent shape,
was cut and breathing heavily. Tyson
was silling calmly in his corner, mouth
shut, breathing regularly almost as if
to project to his opponent he hadn' t yet
begun to sweat.
Then in the fifth round Tyson landed
a succulent right to the head that stag-

thing that needs to be addressed has
been brought to my attention by sevfor the course eral people.
During the last regular-season home
basketball game in McBrayer Arena,
the regular Ritzy'sDash for Cash event
was announced as usual. However,
the announcement was that money
was to go to the cheerleaders to help
Jeff Newton cover their expenses.

Par...

geredBruno.justk)ngenoughsoTyson ^^'^f^J^
had time to hit Bruno Si with a over
■» j *'"?l,,'"1>l ■""■"■
melee of combinations. Tyson ended
*• l^dspeak" to the 2.800 usthe brawl with a tasty series of right Umcrs said otherwise,
upper cuts to Bruno's head.
So the cheerleaders gobbled up the
With 10 seconds in the round and *150 ™ •■ n°or "* went °° about
with Bruno on the ropes with his hands their business,
somewhat up, in hopes to stop from
I don't have anything against cheerbeing knocked unconscious, Bruno's leaders. For that matter, a couple of
manager tried to throw in the towel, them are friends of mine, and I don't
The referee stepped in first.
fa^ ^ my 0^ group of hanlIt wasn't a question as to whether working students who deserves the
Bruno coukl last the round He might ^^^ „,<,„ Bu, ^ issue is wh ^
have if he had been given the chance. they get to keep the money?
But he was so exhausted, it would
According to several sources, the
have been only a prayer for him to last
representative from Ritzy's said the
another round.
Questions arise as to Tyson's next cheerleaders could keep the money.
foe, or business associate, and some
I think that's wrong for him to give
think Tim Whitherspoon might havea them the money because people who
chance.
I don't. Tyson is a calmly perfected weni 10 the game and were solicited to
machine. He has proven he can fight buy programs with the intention of
under any condition with anyone in winning the Dash for Cash were ripped
the world. His only problem has been off.
I know the cheerleaders worked
with fighters who are bigger than him
— much bigger — and there aren't hard. I know they didn't have any
many big quality fighters left in the intention of tricking the people, and I
world.
know they were unaware of the anTyson is a human pit bull, and he nouncement.
won't be beaten anytime soon. The
But the people involved in the
only way Tyson could improve would running of the event should feel a
be with the rehiring of Rooney. But he moral obligation to be honest with the
has become such a well-coached pro- patrons who bought programs.
fessional boxer that he probably
To think "it is only $ 150" is not the
doesn't need Rooney.
issue. The issue is being straight with
Tyson made a cool $8 million for the public. It isn't a big deal in my
his troubles.
book, but who is to say worse things
might not be hidden later. It isn't the
On a more collegiate level, some- size of the problem; it is the principle.

Volleyball team whips Eagles
Progress staff report
The university's women's volleyball team hosted a day-long tournament last Saturday, which included a
rematch with Morchcad Slate University, a learn the Colonels defeated for
the Ohio Valley Conference title earlier this year.
The five-team tournament included
volleyball teams from Xaiver Univer-

sity, Morchcad, Georgetown College
and a club team from Miami of Ohio
University.
A sixth team from the University of
Louisville was invited but did not attend.
Morchcad, which lost the OVC
crown to the Colonels in a grueling
five-game two-and-one-half hour
match, was the first opponent the

Colonels faced.

After losing the first game 15-5. the
Colonels rebounded and took the next
two games from the Golden Eagles
15-10, 15-9 to win the match.
The Colonels lost their first and
only game of the tournament to Georgetown CoUcge, 12-15,15-10,9-15.
The tournament does not count
toward anything because spring is not
the official season for volleyball.
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